Customer Service That Goes the Extra Mile

Connie Sumer  
New York, NY

Just had an awesome experience with my go-to retailer. Their reps took the time to establish a human connection and create a memorable user experience. They capped it off with exemplary customer service. I'll definitely be back!
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Food Logistics: Satisfying Consumer Appetites  
2018: A Supply Chain Year to Remember
When you’re choosing between 3PLs, make sure you’re doing an apples to apples comparison of the proposals. Ruan’s Integrated Solutions bring additional value to every shipment through our people, process, and technology platform.

With more than 86 years of experience, we provide a wealth of knowledge to each client. And our process generates savings by optimizing your supply chain, whether your integrated solution requires logistics, warehouse management, Ruan assets, or more. And our flexible, best-of-breed technology platform scales to meet your needs, improving visibility, reducing spend.

For more information about how we can design a solution that brings more value to you (whether you’re shipping apples or steel), call (866) 782-6669 or visit ruan.com.
And the Winners Are...

...Black Friday and mobile shopping during the crucial Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday shopping period in the United States.

- Black Friday revenue was up 13% over 2017.
- Mobile web accounted for 66% of all digital traffic to retail websites and 49% of all orders placed.

  – Source: Salesforce (Data includes mobile site data only and does not include tablets or mobile apps.)

Great Expectations

U.S. logistics and transportation companies remain optimistic about the economy as well as hiring, revenues, and profitability for the near future:

- 74% are optimistic about the U.S. economy over the next three months (unchanged from Q2 2018).
- 80% expect increased revenues (up from previous quarter 75%) and 73% expect increased profitability (up from 67%).
- Inflationary pressure still strong as 56% plan to increase prices in next quarter.
- By a 2-to-1 margin, a workforce shortage remains a bigger obstacle to growth than trade tariffs.

   – Source: U.S. Logistics and Transportation Q3 2018 survey, TCompanies

You’re Majoring in WHAT?

“I started at Penn State as a marketing major because that’s what girls did in 1985. Then I took Introduction to Business Logistics 101, and decided to change my major. My dad’s reaction: ‘what the heck is business logistics?’”

   – Denise Kopko, vice president of operations-commercial, supply chain and logistics, Veolia North America

   (see Reader Profile, p. 20)

$720 billion to $885 billion

The funds that could be made available for state and local governments to spend on new infrastructure projects by leasing the country’s largest existing U.S. toll roads, bridges, airports, seaports, water and wastewater facilities, and university parking systems to private partners.

   – Reason Foundation Study

   (see Trends, p. 26)

Chippy and Bevvy

Food and produce are the overall most popular and high-demand products exported to the U.K. By country, Iceland sends mostly fish fillets, New Zealand provides lamb and poultry, and Chile supplies the wine.
WE’LL PROTECT YOUR RETAIL RELATIONSHIPS.

WE’LL PROTECT YOUR RETAIL RELATIONSHIPS.

OD’S MABD SERVICE MEETS TODAY’S SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES

Old Dominion’s Must Arrive By Date (MABD) service is supported by a 99+% on-time rate and #1 ranking for damage-free deliveries.¹ With OD, your time-sensitive shipments will arrive intact and are guaranteed² to meet shrinking retail delivery windows. MABD helps strengthen your retail partnerships, protects your vendor scorecard and delivers value in every shipment. Throughout the entire process, you have 100% door-to-door visibility with an OD Customer Service Representative as your single point of contact.

For more information, visit odfl.com or call 1-866-637-7333.
QUICKBYTES

**INBOUND LOGISTICS PODCAST**
The IL Podcast provides the most relevant and topical information from the third-party logistics and supply-chain management world as presented by the most influential thought leaders in the industry.


**LOGISTICS & SUPPLY CHAIN NEWS**
For up-to-the-minute information, bookmark the IL news page. Enjoy opinions, commentary, and links to the latest news to help you stay on top of your game.

[bit.ly/IL-news](bit.ly/IL-news)

**WEB_CITE CITY®**
The most comprehensive and clutter-free online directory of supply chain websites — organized by category, cross-referenced, and fully searchable. You can browse by category or search for companies by name.

[bit.ly/IL_WCC](bit.ly/IL_WCC)

ONLINE COMMENTARY

Supply chain managers can optimize performance across all supply chain functions with these customizable, multi-metric assessment tools.

By weighing packages at the point of loading and unloading, mobile technologies meet the need for speed. This article weighs in on the operational improvements they bring.

Keeping up with B2B Fulfillment Demands During the Holiday Season [bit.ly/b2bfulfillment](bit.ly/b2bfulfillment)
While many business-to-business retailers are not set up to handle small orders, they can still meet peak season sales demands. Maximize fulfillment strategies by following these steps.

LOGISTICS PLANNER RESOURCES

**Planner Profiles**
[bit.ly/logisticsplannerIL](bit.ly/logisticsplannerIL)
The Logistics Planner Profiles let you explore, in depth, the 3PLs, warehousing, technology, and transportation providers that can help you cut transportation and logistics costs, boost efficiency, and improve supply chain operations.

**Planner RFP**
Use this Logistics Planner RFP to ask the market leaders for free, no-obligation advice, solutions, and information specific to your supply chain challenges and needs.

FOR MORE NEWS, TRENDS, AND COMMENTARY SEE INBOUNDLOGISTICS.COM
**CAPACITY ISSUES?**

**WE’LL HELP YOU KEEP YOUR COOL.**

Our large fleet of super-insulated and refrigerated ISO tank containers are ready to transport your temperature-sensitive bulk liquid foods across the country or around the world. Not only do we have the capacity to meet your needs, but we have the leverage, network and experience to ensure maximum efficiency and cost savings.

Our food transportation services deliver:

→ **Safety & Sustainability**: Tanks are constructed with state-of-the-art materials for safe and reliable transportation.

→ **Capacity & Options**: Odyssey’s fleet of specialized ISO tanks leverages a large North American intermodal network.

→ **Temperature Control**: Refrigerated ISO tanks maintain product temperature.

→ **Aseptic Capability**: Aseptic loading and nitrogen blankets ensure product quality and integrity.

→ **Expertise & Knowledge**: Our experts average 25+ years of experience planning, executing and managing door-to-door, bulk intermodal shipments.

---

**Odyssey**

**Innovating Logistics**

[www.odysseylogistics.com](http://www.odysseylogistics.com) / 855-412-0200

© 2018 Odyssey Logistics & Technology Corporation
A Lot to Learn

In the not-so-distant past, logistics and supply chain practitioners had just a few ways to boost their skillsets and keep current on the latest best practices. The options were mostly limited to on-the-job training, or required an unrealistic investment in time.

Today, a world of resources is available to help even the busiest logistics professionals hone their skillsets. All you need is the motivation to learn, and a little time. Here are just a few options.

Flexible continuing education courseware. As the supply chain and logistics sector grows more complex, continuing education programs are adapting with new options and revised traditional offerings. The article Continuing Education: What’s on the Menu? (page 48) features a wide variety of new and refreshed courseware designed to keep you ahead of the learning curve. Good news: Many of these new offerings are learn at your own pace or on demand.

Podcasts focused on supply chain and logistics management are a thing now. You can listen to them while walking on the treadmill or during drive time. Inbound Logistics offers a variety of podcasts at bit.ly/PodcastIL.

Online logistics assessment tools. Self-assessment tools help identify weak spots that may exist in your network. Zebra Technologies offers three cool ones at bit.ly/ZebraIL. Two of them address competencies that have surged in importance in today's e-commerce age: returns management and digital supply chains. The third tool measures your team's collaboration skills, which are crucial with tighter supply chain integration.

Whitepapers have been around for a long time, but the latest offerings feature higher quality content than in the past. Carriers, technology companies, and logistics providers now realize that to set their brand and solutions apart in a market crowded with messages, they have to provide solid information in their whitepapers, not just brag on their abilities. More than 200 whitepapers are available for free download at inboundlogistics.com/cms/whitepapers.

Trade shows and conferences. Industry conferences, such as the ones offered by MHI, now take a broader approach to bring value to attendees. They stay ahead of the education curve by offering workshops, roundtables, and exhibits on myriad topics relevant to managing successful global supply chains.

Many companies will be using supply chain proficiency to stay ahead of the competition in the coming years. A diverse and rich resource pool of information is available. Dive right in.
Seamless TMS

The road to an exceptional operation starts here. Manhattan Associates Transportation Management System is designed to support your entire fulfillment needs across multiple industries in a single, easy-to-use logistics system. Gain greater value by automating processes to increase efficiency.

PUSH POSSIBLE™

Ready to drive success? Learn more at info.manh.com/tms
Way to go!

These SmartWay Partners are leaders in freight supply chain efficiency and environmental stewardship. Since 2004, U.S. EPA's SmartWay Transport Partnership has been a market-driven initiative that empowers businesses like yours to move goods in the cleanest, most energy-efficient way possible, while protecting public health and reducing the impact on the environment.

ABF Freight System, Inc.
Arlo G Lott Trucking Inc
Armada
Bacardi USA, Inc.
C.A.T. Inc.
C.R. England, Inc.
Cliff Viessman, Inc.
Contract Transportation Systems, Co. (Sherwin Williams)
CRST Dedicated Services, Inc.
CRST Expedited, Inc.
Doug Andrus Distributing LLC
Duncan and Son Lines, Inc.
Eagle Transport Corporation
General Motors North America
Grammer Industries, Inc.
Halvor Lines, Inc.
Hirschbach Motor Lines
HP Inc.
Hub Group
J.B. Hunt Transport, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
K & S Carriers, LLC
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Knight Transportation, Inc.
LEDVANCE LLC
Logistics Trans West Inc.
Lowe's Companies, Inc.
Medtronic PLC
Meijer
Meijer Logistics LLC
Microsoft
Navajo Express, Inc.
New World Van Lines
NFI Industries
Nordstrom, Inc.
Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc.
Owens & Minor Distributing, Inc.
Palmer Moving and Storage
Penske Logistics, LLC
Raven Transport
Saia Motor Freight Line, LLC
Schilli Corporation
Schneider
Sheehy Mail Contractors, Inc.
Southeast Transportation Systems, Inc.
Swift Transportation Co. of Arizona, LLC
Thompson Emergency Freight Systems
Transplace
Truline Corporation
UPS Small Package
Werner Enterprises
Whirlpool Corporation
White Arrow LLC
Woody Bogler Trucking Company

To learn how your company can achieve excellence visit: 
epa.gov/smartway

Congratulations to the 2018 SmartWay Excellence Award winners!
Way to go!
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Good Question…
READERS WEIGH IN

What are your top supply chain predictions for 2019?

Next year will see the supply chain become much smarter and more efficient by embracing the freight data visibility era.

Jesper Bennike
CEO, GateHouse Logistics

Uber Freight and other new platforms will power increasingly connected truckers and LTL providers into the gig economy.

Steve Dowse
SVP, Product Management
Blume Global

Supply chains will continue their evolution from the traditional lean standard strategy to more of a flexible and elastic supply chain to meet market and logistics fluctuations. These changes will allow supply chain managers to incorporate flexible solutions for their customers, especially in the e-commerce environment.

Mick McGrory
Vice President, Strategic Accounts
Sunset Transportation

As political uncertainty increases, we will see the resurgence of tariff engineering, along with increasing supply chain complexity. The trucker shortage will get worse, and companies will search for alternative transportation methods. Lower oil costs will help keep costs down.

Steven J. Bowen
Chairman & CEO, Maine Pointe

Businesses that have not already done so will adapt a portion of their supply chain to support the e-commerce market. Innovative tools are being developed now to merge and reduce the challenges of e-commerce coupled with traditional freight forwarding.

Cedric Akion
Senior Vice President of Sales, International Freight Forwarding
Ascent Global Logistics

Tariffs remain, a truck driver shortage remains, and higher interest rates push global inventories down.

Jeremy Rogers, MBA, CSCP
Manager, Supply Chain Operations
Wheeler Bros.

The cold storage supply chain will face headwinds driven by capacity constraints, growing consumer demand for fresh foods, and the need for greater inventory control.

Carl Fowler
SVP, Business Development
Americold

Cost optimization and not enough drivers.

Grzegorz Pietruszka
Production & Supply Planning
Senior Specialist
Electrolux

The venture capital and private equity dollars flowing into supply chain execution and transportation integration and visibility software companies will dry up. The truckload market is going to correct by mid-year, pick back up for peak, but rates will be down about 10 percent from where they are today. There will still be no scalable in-practice use cases for blockchain—pilots and proof-of-concepts will continue—but no clear disruptor ready for the broader market.

Geoff Milsom
Senior Director, enVista

HAVE A GREAT ANSWER TO A GOOD QUESTION?
Be sure to participate next month.

What’s your best supply chain tip?
We’ll publish some answers. Tell us at editorial@inboundlogistics.com or tweet us @ILMagazine #ILgoodquestion
WE MOVE MOUNTAINS

So you don't have to.

And we give you peace of mind at every step of the process. At Kenco, we know supply chains are complex, and we take the role of partner seriously. You have the challenge; we have the people, technology and experience to deliver more than you expect.
Retail Supply Chain: Artificial Intelligence Powers the Future

Re. Retailers Plug Into AI
bit.ly/plugintoAI

Brick-and-mortar retail businesses are turning their attention to AI to significantly improve customer experience, profitability, and competitiveness. In 2019, we will see the emergence of new data sources (surveillance cameras, on-the-shelf-cameras, robots) and AI models for inventory management, better customer retail experiences, targeted marketing, and new capabilities such as self-checkout.

Atif Kureishy
Vice President, Global Emerging Practices
Teradata, via email

What’s Next in Last-Mile Delivery

Re. Checking In: The Last Grimy Mile
bit.ly/ILcheckingin_lastmile

Consumer expectations for conveniently timed delivery continue to skyrocket, forcing retailers to allocate more resources to innovations in last-mile delivery. As Amazon continues to experiment with last-mile delivery options like Amazon Key and delivery to the trunk of your car, retailers will have to think about how to innovate in the last mile without allocating a ton of resources from the rest of their supply chain.

Look for differentiated strategies that involve broader numbers of service providers in the mix and aggressive inventory efficiency strategies such as more brands using existing store locations as distribution centers for delivery fulfillment. Leveraging the physical store can be a real service and cost advantage.

Chris Miller
Vice President of Logistics
Narvar, via email

How to Be Practical About Advanced Technology

Re. Bridging the Gap Between Craft and Technology
bit.ly/applyingtechinSC

Well stated. Technology is definitely a disruptor, but it is how the experts in their field utilize it to understand the customer that is critical to success.

Tech is an accelerator. Not truly understanding the business objectives and challenges will only hasten the problem. A company must evolve with customer demand or be left behind. Recent examples include Blockbuster, Kodak, and Borders.

Applying tech without truly understanding the customer is also fatal. Pets.com, Webvan.com, eToys.com, Garden.com—all notable dotcom busts.

Artificial intelligence will enhance customer service, but will never truly replace person-to-person interaction to solve a complex customer problem. Business success distills into two questions: 1) Who is your customer? and 2) How well do you solve their problems?

Peter Nguyen, via online

Rising Truckload Costs: Here to Stay

Re. How to Contain Rising Truckload Prices
bit.ly/risingtruckloadprices

Typically in markets the pendulum will swing back and forth correcting itself. But as you look at labor and its competing markets, you need to have a physical driver who also has self interests; the demand for the driver is higher than the supply, and this is not going to change anytime soon. This means rates for shipping will go up, as will everything else that is affected by the supply chain.

Vinay D. Cardwell, via online
FIND THE WOW YOU NEED TO TRANSFORM YOUR MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATIONS INTO A TRUE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.

With over 1,000 solution providers, ProMat 2019 is where manufacturing and supply chain innovation comes to life—in person and in action. So come find WOW-worthy solutions, network with your peers and learn from the industry’s brightest minds in keynotes and over 100 conference sessions.

Find your supply chain WOW. Only at ProMat 2019.

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER TO ATTEND FOR FREE AT PROMATSHOW.COM
Selecting a Cloud-based TMS

Selecting and implementing a SaaS-based Transportation Management System (TMS) requires careful thought. Future users and decision-makers need to:

1. **Establish Clear Goals and Priorities in Advance**
   Clearly understanding your priorities and goals in advance will help narrow your TMS search to only those SaaS platforms that meet your needs. Calculate the expected return on investment. Cloud-based TMS platforms may have quicker implementation times, leading to faster ROI.

2. **Get Key Stakeholders on Board Early**
   Get a clear understanding of your business needs by looping in key stakeholders early in the process to avoid delays and setbacks. Think about how financial teams, procurement, and warehouse employees can leverage the TMS.

3. **Look for Agile Vendors That Can Grow with You**
   The TMS vendor you select should be able to scale with you as your business needs change. Some cloud-based TMS solutions offer lots of flexibility by starting with basic functionality that can be expanded through adding advanced modules. This means that you only pay for the features you need.

4. **Seek a User-Friendly Interface**
   User experience should be a big part of your selection process; make sure that the daily users will actually be able to use it. A TMS with customizable dashboards and tools will also help keep operations flowing smoothly.

5. **Ask How Long the Typical Implementation Takes**
   Long implementation times can drastically eat into your ROI. The technology won't do your business any good if implementation times last many months or even years.

6. **See What Others Are Saying**
   Before you select and implement a TMS, refer to review sites such as Capterra, Software Advice, and Gartner Peer Insights to get feedback from other buyers.

7. **Look for Packaged ERP Integrations**
   Integrating your TMS with your ERP system can bring enormous efficiencies. If these integrations are out-of-the-box, they can be implemented quickly so that you can see ROI immediately. By integrating your TMS and ERP, you’ll reduce the need to re-enter information between systems and facilitate the rapid creation of shipments with correct documentation.

8. **Ask About the Carrier Network and Ease of Onboarding Carriers**
   The more carriers you have to choose from, the more likely it is that you’ll find the best rate for each shipment. Check to make sure the TMS doesn’t limit you to certain carriers as that could stifle your opportunities for savings and efficiency. If you can easily connect all the carriers of your choosing, you’ll have a better chance of finding available trucks during the capacity crunch.

9. **Take a Test Drive**
   One of the best ways to get a feel for the interface and see if the functionality will fit your business needs is to test the platform yourself. Find out if there is a freemium version of the tech or if a free trial is available. Giving yourself some time to check out the tool in a risk-free environment will help you make a final decision when selecting a TMS to implement.

10. **Get a Demo**
    Seeing is believing and a demo can help you make a final decision on your cloud-based SaaS TMS. During the demo, you’ll be able to ask all of your questions and get answers directly from an expert. You may discover features that you didn’t know about or uncover obstacles you need to tackle before you get further into the process.

Source: Dan Clark, Founder and President, Kuebix
Cool Chain... Logistics for the Seafood Industry!

From Sea to Serve

Lynden’s Cool ChainSM service manages your seafood supply chain from start to finish. Fresh or frozen seafood is transported at just the right speed and temperature to meet your particular needs and to maintain quality. With the ability to deliver via air, highway, or sea or use our temperature-controlled storage facilities, Lynden’s Cool ChainSM service has the solution to your seafood supply challenges.

www.lynden.com  |  1-888-596-3361
85 percent of hospital executives say that reducing supply chain waste and related costs is a top strategic priority.
—Cardinal Health

WHAT’S THE PROGNOSIS?
As the supply chain ecosystem evolves in 2019, healthcare leaders must focus on collaboration and purpose to ensure optimization, according to Steve Dowse, senior vice president of product management for supply chain solutions provider Blume Global. Here are his predictions for the healthcare supply chain next year:

1. Rising tariffs. Increasing tariffs on various products will remain a concern for the healthcare industry, forcing the C-suite to rethink its current manufacturing strategies and global operations.

2. Emergence of artificial intelligence. AI and machine learning will fill the gap between information and optimization, harnessing and analyzing data generated by connected medical devices.

3. On-demand freight. Uber Freight and other new platforms will push more trucking companies into the gig economy. This may affect delivery speed.

4. Competitive advantages. Supply chains that have access to data, AI, and machine learning may begin to see a competitive advantage in the market.

5. The move to orchestration. Orchestration is the process of arranging and coordinating automated tasks to consolidate a process or workflow. With advanced technology, “organizations will become poised to move from automation to orchestration,” Dowse says.

—Alia Paavola, Becker’s Hospital Review

SUPPLY CHAIN GOES TO WASTE

The prognosis is not good: Research suggests that hospitals in the United States are expected to waste $25.4 billion across the supply chain by the end of 2018. To remedy the situation, many healthcare leaders are now looking to demonstrate healthy financial stewardship by analyzing common causes of supply chain waste and how to best mitigate them.

Healthcare industry leadership can address several main symptoms to cut down on waste. These include:

Data silos. In many cases the abundance of data available for analysis isn’t yet effectively integrated. With so many contracted vendors, it can be challenging to identify overlapping expenses or other opportunities for cost savings. Also, expensive purchase orders are often placed as the necessary supplies languish in a closet or on another floor.

Rx: Reduce the number of suppliers and contracts, rewarding those that provide the highest quality at the best rates in order to take advantage of economies of scale.

Skills shortage. A huge amount of information is available to help healthcare managers streamline and optimize supply chain processes. But the deluge of data often proves overwhelming for those who have not been trained in effectively implementing analytical tools, let alone leveraging artificial intelligence or machine learning solutions.

Rx: Automate processes where possible to reduce the potential for human error. At the same time, technology can identify anomalies in purchase orders and requisitions, and, ultimately, via predictive analytics, bring about smarter purchasing and product sourcing decisions.

Clinical variations. With a lack of integration and shortage of staff that can accurately monitor and maintain supply chain spending, there is little transparency offered for price variations or supply chain shortfalls. All too often, the goal is simply to maintain the status quo.

Rx: Standardize the type and frequency of products used to control costs while still producing clinically equivalent outcomes.

—ThomasNet

Each hospital could save around $11 million per year if it transformed its supply chain. That’s equivalent to the salaries of more than 100 registered nurses, or the cost of thousands of cardiac defibrillators.
—Navigant survey of 2,300 hospitals across the United States
Simplify Transportation With Our Proven Technology

DLS Worldwide leverages a technology-backed platform to enable visibility and simplify transportation. Select from LTL, Truckload, International and Domestic Freight Forwarding options, all with an innovative CRM System.

Email agentinquiry@dls-ww.com or visit DLS-WW.com
LTL · Truckload · Air · Ocean · Intermodal · White Glove
What Are the Possibilities?

As Chief Technology Officer at Pilot Freight Services, Mark Baker’s mission is to lead the company through a digital transformation. “Like a lot of companies, Pilot has had some excellent technology solutions but still runs legacy back office systems using COBOL, FORTRAN, and RPG,” he says. A business that relies on mainframe-era technology can’t easily profit from modern innovations such as cloud computing and the Internet of Things.

And a company relying on legacy systems can’t continue to grow at the rate that Pilot has seen in recent years, says Baker, who joined the company in 2018. Now he’s working to steer Pilot into the 21st century, and to help complete the transition from a family-owned firm to a business that could one day go public.

Inbound Logistics recently caught up with Baker to learn about the forces that shaped him as a logistics technology leader and about his current activities.

IL: How have you been spending your time at Pilot since you arrived?

As in any position at this level, I spent the first three months assessing my team, the available resources, and the applications the company was running, among other things. Today, I spend a lot of my time focused on three key areas: the enterprise applications group, which does much of the development; IT operations, which manages the infrastructure; and project management. I also interact with our business groups to understand their fast-paced, constantly shifting needs.

Because the domestic home delivery market makes up a large portion of our business, we onboard many e-commerce clients. Implementing systems to strengthen our global service offerings is a big priority. I moved my last company, JAS Forwarding Worldwide, from a legacy system written in RPG to a modern, cloud-based enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that operates in real time around the world. I’m doing something similar at Pilot.

IL: What have been your top priority projects at Pilot to date?

One is to implement the same CargoWise One ERP platform that we put in place at JAS. The legacy system at Pilot wasn’t designed for the international world, with currency conversion, tax reporting, and other functions you need on a global system.

We are also examining the large collection of applications Pilot has been using to conduct business. It’s like a quilt: It has been patched together. But the architectural piece was missing. As Pilot started scaling up to do billions of dollars of business, it was hitting a ceiling with its technology. We have
had to figure out how to break through that ceiling and take the business forward.

**IL: Tell us about an early experience that helped shape you as a leader.**

In the 1990s, I worked in the IT department of the Boys & Girls Clubs of America. One day I mentioned to the CEO at the time, Tom Garth, how cool it would be if we could put technology into the hands of the 2.5 million kids the Boys & Girls Clubs were serving back then. This was in the days when we heard a lot about the digital divide, the gap between people who had access to technology and those who didn’t.

Tom thought it was a great idea, so we put together a program called Club Tech, with help from Digital Equipment, Microsoft, the U.S. Department of Justice, and private funders. The program still exists in the clubs today.

That initiative defined me as a leader. I discovered that I am a visionary, the type of person who is always thinking 24 to 36 months down the road, asking, “What are the possibilities?”

**IL: Besides being a visionary, what other qualities make you an effective leader?**

I think God put us on earth not to be mediocre. Why not be the best you can be? To do that, you need to cast a vision of where you’re trying to go. This is one of the most important steps when I take over at a new company: Define what you want the IT organization to look like, in a way that lines up with the company’s mission and vision.

I keep up with the latest developments in technology so I can help our engineers understand how IT enables the company’s strategy, expansion, and market share. I have to think about what’s important to our board, but translate those concerns to the teams I’m leading so they understand the work plans. In other words, I’m a bridge builder.

But I am also constantly creating pathways for people to work their way up into new roles. Also, my Christian faith is incredibly important to me. It keeps me grounded both in my personal life and my profession.

**IL: Who is a business leader you admire?**

I’ve been a fan of Walt Disney for years. There’s a picture in my office, which I’ve carried around through several jobs, that shows Walt standing in front of Cinderella’s Castle in the 1950s, with tractors driving around, clearing the land. It displays the word “Vision,” and there’s a quote: “It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.” I’m fascinated by how he was able to turn vision into reality. I’d love to sit down with Walt and find out what he’d be dreaming about today.

**IL: What has been one of your best days since you joined Pilot?**

It was my first day of work. We’re based near Philadelphia, and the Eagles had just won the Super Bowl the night before. As the new guy, I did a lot of meet and greet. There were a lot of happy people around here that day. Seeing their enthusiasm was great.

**IL: How do you spend your time when you’re not at work?**

I spend a lot of time with my family. Sometimes I golf with my sons, but not as often as I would like. I also love to do home improvement projects. I just completed a master bath renovation, doing all the work myself, including the plumbing and electric. Now I’m on the lookout for a beachfront bargain I can work on.

---

**Back to the Future**

Mark Baker’s first experience with technology was running the Chiron generator—the system that produces scrolling graphics at the bottom of the screen—for his church’s television ministry. After studying Basic programming in college, he applied his new know-how to his father’s regional trucking company, buying an early-generation personal computer from Radio Shack and creating software for route optimization and billing.

After a while, Baker realized he didn’t want to work in a family business. “And the world of logistics drove me crazy, how slow it was to evolve,” he says. He took a long detour, holding IT positions with employers such as Shop ‘n Chek, the Boys & Girls Clubs, and IBM. But then a recruiter connected him with ABX Logistics in 2003. “I went back into logistics reluctantly,” he says. “It hadn’t changed since the day I left. But I realized that the industry had the potential for a lot of modernization and digital transformation.”

Being part of that change is a great deal of fun, Baker says. “I think of my father looking down at me and having a good laugh, because I swore I’d never get back into it.”
Regenerating Logistics

I CAME TO VEOLIA IN JANUARY 2017, ABOUT 25 DAYS BEFORE our service level agreement with Chemours was set to expire. Veolia had purchased the Regeneration Service Business from Chemours in July 2016.

My job, along with many others, was to ensure a seamless transition from Chemours to Veolia. Within my first week, we recognized we were significantly behind in transitioning our systems and logistics agreements. Through my team’s hard work, we were able to stand up Regeneration Services on its own SAP system and transition all the support functions on time.

Veolia’s regeneration services make for a logistics-intensive business. We have more than 1,000 rail cars in our fleet, operate several barges, and handle 21,000-plus bulk truck shipments each year.

One current focus is on driver availability. We’re working to cut wait time at our plants and our customers’ facilities by pre-loading trailers so drivers can come in, check their paperwork, and go. This can save 45 minutes to one hour.

We’ve also worked closely with customers to ensure that when our drivers arrive, they don’t sit in line for hours. When we find those situations, we meet with the customer and figure out what to do. We’re not always successful, but we’ve made significant improvements.

We’re committed to zero incidents. When one does happen, we do a root-cause investigation to figure out how to prevent future incidents. At one site, we changed out a long-standing carrier.

Denise Kopko is vice president of operations-commercial, supply chain and logistics, with Veolia North America, an environmental services company that designs and provides water, waste, and energy management solutions for commercial, municipal, and industrial customers.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Profit and loss, commercial, supply chain, logistics, and the customer service within Veolia’s regeneration services business.

EXPERIENCE
Global marketing intelligence leader, global demand manager, North American business; marketing manager and numerous business, supply chain and logistics positions within Chemours and DuPont.

EDUCATION
Penn State University, B.S., Logistics 1989; Drexel University, M.B.A., 1995.

The Big Questions

What supply chain-disrupting technology would you speed development of?
Becoming completely digital and visible from customer order to delivery, so the whole supply chain happens seamlessly.

Words to live by?
My husband’s illness changed my perspective: “Don’t sweat the small stuff and it’s all small stuff.” Also “Live each day to the fullest. Today is not a dress rehearsal.”

You’re throwing the perfect dinner party. Who do you invite?
My grandmother, my dad, and my husband, who all have passed away. They were extremely important people who have had a profound effect on my life and my success. I would give anything to have one more dinner with them.
because it couldn’t attract the drivers we needed to service customers reliably. I started at Penn State as a marketing major because that’s what girls did in 1985. Then I took Introduction to Business Logistics 101 with Dr. John Coyle and thought, “Wow. This is really interesting.” I called home and told my parents I was going to change my major to business logistics. My dad said, “What the heck is business logistics?”

So, I graduated with a degree in logistics and supply chain before it was a popular major. It was the best decision I have ever made. I’ve had some great jobs and incredible opportunities.

In 1991, I was the logistics manager for a product we had sold to a customer in Uzbekistan. We had to figure out how to get the product from the United States to Uzbekistan. It’s a landlocked country, which meant going through Russia. At the time, it was illegal to ship this product through Russia to Uzbekistan.

My boss and I went to Russia to get special permits. He was the leader, but I knew the details. So as a young female, I had to convince the Russian Ministry, mostly older gentlemen, that we could do this safely and reliably and without any environmental incidents. We succeeded.

In 2011, my husband passed away after a long battle with cancer. I have three children and needed to step back and travel less. I went into some marketing roles, but when I joined Veolia in 2017, it felt like coming home.

Veolia is a great company and I have an excellent team and co-workers. No matter what we’re faced with, we pull together and accomplish whatever task we set out to do. Every day I get out of bed and can’t wait to get to work.
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Broekman Logistics acquired the VLS-Group’s warehousing activities in Belgium and the Netherlands. With this deal, Broekman Logistics increases its storage space and strengthens its offerings in the warehousing, distribution, and value-added logistics of packed and specialty chemicals in western Europe.

To expand its capabilities in digital supply chains, Accenture acquired Intrigo Systems, a provider of advisory and systems integration services for SAP enterprise and cloud solutions in supply chain, e-commerce, and procurement. The acquisition strengthens Accenture’s capabilities in delivering end-to-end supply chain transformations that can help shippers gain visibility and make better buying decisions.

E2open acquired INTTRA, combining its global supply chain and logistics network of more than 200,000 users and 70,000 partner companies with the largest ocean shipping network. With this deal, customers of both companies are expected to gain improved efficiencies and ease of use across their global supply chains.

Clothing retailer Brooks Brothers chose a Manhattan Associates solution to improve the omnichannel buying experience for customers across its worldwide network of 300 retail locations. Brooks Brothers selected Manhattan Active Omni, which combines order management and store fulfillment applications on one platform, providing the retailer with visibility into customer information and access to its inventory network.

Koen Van Bergen was appointed director of livestock and supply chain by meat producer Vion. Effective January 1, 2019, he will be responsible for developing a demand-driven supply chain and for operational management of the farming department.
**GREEN SEEDS**

Freight forwarder Panalpina and shipping group CMA CGM signed a sustainability agreement aimed at reducing their respective carbon emissions by 2025. Utilizing newbuild LNG-powered mega-vessels with a 22,000-TEU capacity will help achieve their environmental goals.

Ryder System, a provider of commercial fleet management, dedicated transportation, and supply chain solutions, received the 2018 Green Fleet Award in the special category from the Sacramento Clean Cities Coalition, a government-industry partnership designed to reduce petroleum consumption in the transportation sector. Ryder was recognized for its efforts to help fleets move to zero-emission vehicles with less risk.

**GOOD WORKS**

Transportation provider Leonard’s Express donates one penny per mile for every mile this truck (above) travels, in partnership with the Greater Rochester Parkinson’s Foundation. The truck, which features a decal to create awareness to the disease, will run approximately 125,000 miles per year.

Volga-Dnepr Airlines delivered generators and a water purification system to Indonesia to support the international humanitarian mission dealing with the aftermath of the earthquake and tsunami that struck Sulawesi Island at the end of September 2018. One Volga-Dnepr Airlines freighter completed the flight from Châlon Vatry Airport in France to the Indonesian city of Balikpapan.

**SEALED DEALS**

Colorado Boxed Beef Co. (CBBC), a distributor of refrigerated and frozen meat, cheese, and other food products, chose Paragon’s route planning software to manage its delivery network. CBBC, which makes approximately 6,000 deliveries per week, uses the software to save time and improve service to customers, including supermarkets, restaurants, military bases, and schools.

**GOOD WORKS**

Transportation provider Leonard’s Express donates one penny per mile for every mile this truck (above) travels, in partnership with the Greater Rochester Parkinson’s Foundation. The truck, which features a decal to create awareness to the disease, will run approximately 125,000 miles per year.

Volga-Dnepr Airlines delivered generators and a water purification system to Indonesia to support the international humanitarian mission dealing with the aftermath of the earthquake and tsunami that struck Sulawesi Island at the end of September 2018. One Volga-Dnepr Airlines freighter completed the flight from Châlon Vatry Airport in France to the Indonesian city of Balikpapan.

**GREEN SEEDS**

Werner Enterprises, a transportation and logistics company, was named one of the Top 50 Companies for Women to Work for in Transportation by the Women in Trucking Association. Werner was honored for its support of gender diversity, flexible hours and work requirements, competitive compensation and benefits, and professional development and career advancement opportunities.

Transportation management provider Transplace named Dayton Freight Lines as its Regional LTL Carrier of the Year. Dayton Freight is recognized for its on-time service, tender acceptance, claims, SmartWay score, customer service, invoicing accuracy, and status updates.

Logistics provider Schneider was honored with its ninth EPA SmartWay Excellence Award and named to the EPA SmartWay High Performer List. The awards recognize Schneider for being a leader in supply chain environmental performance, energy efficiency, and meeting the challenges of the sustainable goods movement.

Distributor and retailer Hancocks Wine, Spirit & Beer Merchants selected Logility’s Halo Forecasting and Demand Planning platform to help increase visibility, boost forecast accuracy, and improve service levels through advanced analytics.
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Freight Flow and the Economy: Asked and Answered

Arrive Logistics partnered with Transportation Analyst Donald Broughton (left), principal managing partner of Broughton Capital, to address the following crucial questions shippers need to answer about their freight.

What effect is driver retention having on truck capacity? Normally, fleets average three- to five-percent unseated trucks (trucks without an available driver). Higher driver pay and lower driver turnover have increased capacity by reducing the unseated truck count and by eliminating the lower productivity of the first few weeks of any driver (even experienced drivers are more productive after learning the new carrier’s systems).

Although freight is very strong, why is the delta between asset-based carrier volumes and third-party logistics (3PL) volumes widening? 3PL volumes have steadily decreased in the past several months whereas asset-based volumes are still extremely high. Freight volumes still exceed capacity. Because we transitioned from very hot to cooler weather, shippers have fewer loads they need to use brokers for. Their core carriers are handling more of those loads.

What should suppliers going into RFP season expect to see in dry and refrigerated freight rates for both full truckload (TL) and less than truckload (LTL) in 2019? The DAT Barometers are still at levels that indicate higher nominal rates for both TL and LTL in 2019. Percentage-wise, rates will be in the more normal (low-to-mid single digit) range, but still up slightly overall. Reefer rates have more room to go up than do dry van rates, and, of course, it depends on how much of a rate increase suppliers accepted in 2018.

Should we lower truck drivers’ age from 21 to 18? How will that impact driver availability? Do it. You could make the requirements more stringent—longer training, hair follicle test, more trainer team time—but there is no evidence that older drivers are safer.

Will insurance companies prevent lowering the driver age to 18 years old? Insurance companies make money by taking risk and charging adequately for it (underwriting gains) and by investing funds paid in while they wait to pay claims (investing gains). Expanding the pool of drivers should make insurance companies more profitable, not less profitable.

Contract prices are currently higher than spot pricing. Some folks are calling for rate increases in 2019. How could this be possible as the gap between spot pricing and contract pricing continues to widen? Contract prices are normally higher than spot prices, depending on market conditions. In 2018, spot prices shot up above contract prices before falling back below. As spot prices find a floor, and where they find that floor, will tell us much about where contract prices are headed in 2019.

What effect is driver retention having on truck capacity? Normally, fleets average three- to five-percent unseated trucks (trucks without an available driver). Higher driver pay and lower driver turnover have increased capacity by reducing the unseated truck count and by eliminating the lower productivity of the first few weeks of any driver (even experienced drivers are more productive after learning the new carrier’s systems).

Although freight is very strong, why is the delta between asset-based carrier volumes and third-party logistics (3PL) volumes widening? 3PL volumes have steadily decreased in the past several months whereas asset-based volumes are still extremely high. Freight volumes still exceed capacity. Because we transitioned from very hot to cooler weather, shippers have fewer loads they need to use brokers for. Their core carriers are handling more of those loads.

What should suppliers going into RFP season expect to see in dry and refrigerated freight rates for both full truckload (TL) and less than truckload (LTL) in 2019? The DAT Barometers are still at levels that indicate higher nominal rates for both TL and LTL in 2019. Percentage-wise, rates will be in the more normal (low-to-mid single digit) range, but still up slightly overall. Reefer rates have more room to go up than do dry van rates, and, of course, it depends on how much of a rate increase suppliers accepted in 2018.

Should we lower truck drivers’ age from 21 to 18? How will that impact driver availability? Do it. You could make the requirements more stringent—longer training, hair follicle test, more trainer team time—but there is no evidence that older drivers are safer.

Will insurance companies prevent lowering the driver age to 18 years old? Insurance companies make money by taking risk and charging adequately for it (underwriting gains) and by investing funds paid in while they wait to pay claims (investing gains). Expanding the pool of drivers should make insurance companies more profitable, not less profitable.

Contract prices are currently higher than spot pricing. Some folks are calling for rate increases in 2019. How could this be possible as the gap between spot pricing and contract pricing continues to widen? Contract prices are normally higher than spot prices, depending on market conditions. In 2018, spot prices shot up above contract prices before falling back below. As spot prices find a floor, and where they find that floor, will tell us much about where contract prices are headed in 2019.

What effect is driver retention having on truck capacity? Normally, fleets average three- to five-percent unseated trucks (trucks without an available driver). Higher driver pay and lower driver turnover have increased capacity by reducing the unseated truck count and by eliminating the lower productivity of the first few weeks of any driver (even experienced drivers are more productive after learning the new carrier’s systems).

Although freight is very strong, why is the delta between asset-based carrier volumes and third-party logistics (3PL) volumes widening? 3PL volumes have steadily decreased in the past several months whereas asset-based volumes are still extremely high. Freight volumes still exceed capacity. Because we transitioned from very hot to cooler weather, shippers have fewer loads they need to use brokers for. Their core carriers are handling more of those loads.

What should suppliers going into RFP season expect to see in dry and refrigerated freight rates for both full truckload (TL) and less than truckload (LTL) in 2019? The DAT Barometers are still at levels that indicate higher nominal rates for both TL and LTL in 2019. Percentage-wise, rates will be in the more normal (low-to-mid single digit) range, but still up slightly overall. Reefer rates have more room to go up than do dry van rates, and, of course, it depends on how much of a rate increase suppliers accepted in 2018.

Should we lower truck drivers’ age from 21 to 18? How will that impact driver availability? Do it. You could make the requirements more stringent—longer training, hair follicle test, more trainer team time—but there is no evidence that older drivers are safer.

Will insurance companies prevent lowering the driver age to 18 years old? Insurance companies make money by taking risk and charging adequately for it (underwriting gains) and by investing funds paid in while they wait to pay claims (investing gains). Expanding the pool of drivers should make insurance companies more profitable, not less profitable.

Contract prices are currently higher than spot pricing. Some folks are calling for rate increases in 2019. How could this be possible as the gap between spot pricing and contract pricing continues to widen? Contract prices are normally higher than spot prices, depending on market conditions. In 2018, spot prices shot up above contract prices before falling back below. As spot prices find a floor, and where they find that floor, will tell us much about where contract prices are headed in 2019.

Do you see any red flags in the current freight flow that concern you about the state of the economy? While overall rail volumes are still positive, the decline in export grain volume is indicative of what can happen as a result of a trade war. If the current trade dispute with China is not settled, or expands, it could threaten a larger volume of freight flows and become increasingly problematic for our economy.

Are there specific industry freight flows to keep an eye on to better understand what is happening in the economy? Dozens. A few worth mentioning include transpacific air freight vs. semi-conductors and transatlantic air freight vs. the U.S. dollar/euro.

What is the relationship between value, density, and disposability? The higher the value and lower the density, the more disposable freight tends to be. The lower the value and the higher the density, the more durable it tends to be.

Which is the larger economic indicator—freight flow in relation to chemicals or to lumber? Chemicals tell us about the industrial economy while lumber tells us about the housing industry. While there are some primary, secondary, and even tertiary relationships between industrial and housing, primary housing is about 13 percent of the GDP, durable manufacturing is about six percent of the GDP, and non-durable manufacturing is about six percent of the GDP. The simple answer is housing is the larger economic indicator by a small margin, but it is more complex than that. When the housing market is expanding through increased lending activity and improved consumer wealth/perceived wealth, it can account for as much as 20 percent of the GDP.

Why do flatbeds have a unique relationship with electronic loading devices? The trailer-to-tractor ratio is close to 1-to-1, and the driver wants to be involved in loading and securing the freight. There is almost no drop and hook in flatbed, especially on the loading side. This means the loading process (and to a lesser degree, the unloading process) is taken 100 percent out of the driver’s available drive time.
New App Drives Compliance

It can be challenging for rental trucks to meet the electronic logging device (ELD) mandate. One solution is to provide drivers with easier Hours of Service (HoS) functionality. To that end, Penske Truck Leasing has introduced Penske Driver, a fully integrated and ELD-compliant custom app for its commercial truck rental, contract maintenance, and truck leasing customers. The new app is a companion to the Penske Fleet app.

To learn more about this new offering, Inbound Logistics spoke with Brandie Searle, director of interactive solutions and innovations, Penske Truck Leasing.

**IL:** What is the Penske Driver app and who can use it? Penske Driver was developed for our customers’ drivers. Any Penske truck leasing or commercial truck rental customer can register for access to an account and provide the app to their drivers.

**IL:** Is there a cost? Any special equipment needed? The app is available at no cost and can be downloaded in the Apple App Store and on Google Play. There is no additional equipment required, but access to the HoS feature requires usage with a Penske vehicle equipped with an ELD-compliant system.

**IL:** Is the app hard to use? Penske Driver is simple to use and should not require any training. Penske does have a dedicated customer success team available if customers have any questions.

**IL:** Can the app help with driver retention and compliance? The Penske Driver app can certainly help with compliance. With Penske Driver, drivers can stay compliant with federally mandated HoS rules while operating a Penske rental unit. Penske Driver provides the ability for drivers to submit their fuel receipts digitally for company fuel tax compliance. Penske Driver also provides real-time updates of the status of any roadside event, so drivers always know when they will be back up and running.
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INDUSTRIAL IoT: FRIEND OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Adopting Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technologies to improve environmental sustainability ranks as a crucial priority for transportation and logistics companies, according to a new Inmarsat study. Across the transportation and logistics sector, the two largest drivers behind adopting IIoT-based solutions are monitoring environmental conditions such as emissions and air quality (61 percent) and improving resource efficiency (54 percent), the research reveals (see chart).

The good news is that many transportation and logistics companies are realizing their sustainability objectives through the use of IIoT. Seventy-five percent of respondents with fully deployed or trial-stage IIoT solutions report they are improving environmental sustainability.

Access to reliable and resilient connectivity is essential for IIoT technologies to function, as it enables constant data transmission to optimize operations. With many transportation companies operating in remote regions or at sea, where terrestrial networks are not available, satellite communications networks are key to achieving connectivity and the benefits IIoT offers.

Reported early successes in achieving sustainability objectives include implementing smart asset tracking, real-time route planning, environmental and fuel efficiency monitoring, and telemetry. However, the research also reveals that organizations with unreliable connectivity are far less likely to achieve improved environmental sustainability, reinforcing the importance of connectivity for successful IIoT deployments.

WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT DRIVERS FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF IIOT-BASED SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION? (%)

- Monitoring environmental changes
- Improving resource efficiency of the organization
- Improving health and safety across the organization
- Improving the physical security of sites and assets
- Reducing costs in business operations
- Better access to data/insights

SOURCE: Inmarsat

5 Ways a WMS Can Cut Supply Chain Costs

The right warehouse management system (WMS) can improve efficiency and cut supply chain costs. TECSYS, a supply chain management solutions provider, offers the following tried-and-true strategies.

1. Automate manual processes. Find every opportunity to automate repeatable and time-intensive activities, especially those prone to error. An electronic pick list is a good place to start. A WMS vendor or consultant can work with you to assess your operations and determine what to automate first. Your associates are also a good source of ideas. Evaluate material handling equipment (MHE) that can integrate with your WMS to speed operations.

2. Recognize what today’s labor force needs. Today’s workers are used to the simplicity of consumer technologies and expect to have similar capabilities when they step into the warehouse. Because of this, the right WMS will make a world of difference in your ability to hire, train, and retain staff. An intuitive WMS plays a large role in how your team goes about completing assignments every hour of the day. If your system is easier to work with and simplifies the process of completing tasks accurately, employee satisfaction and morale will improve. Likewise, a well-thought-out solution speeds training time for new employees.

3. Dig into inventory management. To improve inventory management and lower your holding costs, you need visibility into what’s on the shelves and the rate at which it is depleted and replenished. This is possible by using a WMS in concert with an inventory management system that tracks the ins and outs as well as prompts cycle counting and reconciliation. The ability to forecast demand is also important as you work to implement an optimum level of inventory to carry, improving your ability to lower inventory holding costs over time. Finally, if you have an issue with security such as product theft, take steps to curtail it via foolproof picking processes, security cameras, and an anonymous employee tip line.

4. Implement best practices. Learn the latest best practices regarding laying out a facility, leveraging technology, and managing your workforce to meet customer requirements and keep costs in check. When researching a WMS, select a vendor who demonstrates a deep understanding of supply chain best practices to ensure they can help you introduce the efficiency you need.

5. Measure your performance. From labor productivity to fulfillment speed and shipping accuracy, intuitive WMS dashboards help you get a handle on which areas aren’t running efficiently, where cost spikes point to underlying issues, and more. You need information that can help you take action, enabling ongoing improvement and cost reduction across many areas. This may include dropping a product line that isn’t performing well, reallocating staff to address performance issues, or identifying expiring products and waste.
U.S. Infrastructure Investment: A Private Matter?

Leasing America’s largest existing toll roads, bridges, airports, seaports, water and wastewater facilities, and university parking systems to private partners could generate $720 billion to $885 billion for state and local governments to spend on new infrastructure projects, finds a new Reason Foundation study.

Leasing the 61 largest U.S. airports to private partners could generate between $250 billion and $360 billion for state and local governments in gross upfront lease payments, the study finds. Under the leases, the private companies would spend an estimated $100 billion on capital improvements over the first five years, bringing the total private-sector investment in airports to between $350 billion and $460 billion.

As examples, the study finds Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport could generate between $1.6 billion and $2.3 billion in net lease proceeds (after paying off existing bonds), and Louisville International Airport could be leased for more than $600 million in net lease proceeds.

The 42 largest existing toll roads and bridges could generate $175 billion to $230 billion in gross upfront lease payments for state and local owners and would prompt another $10 billion in improvements during the first five years, according to the study.

The George Washington Bridge connecting New York and New Jersey could yield between $10 billion and $17 billion in net lease payments, after debt repayment. Leasing the Illinois Tollway system could generate between $11 billion and $20 billion and the Bay Area Toll Authority’s seven California-owned bridges could produce between $2 billion and $8 billion in net upfront lease payments.

The nation’s ports could be leased for up to $50 billion and would produce an estimated $9 billion in capital improvements over the first five years. Leasing the Port of Houston could yield net proceeds of between $1 billion and $1.7 billion and the Port of Tampa Bay could generate $272 million after debt payoff, the study concludes.

Leasing aging water and wastewater systems around the country could generate $110 billion, the report estimates. The private partners would undertake an additional estimated $60 billion worth of much-needed improvements, bringing the total private sector investment value to around $170 billion.

The Las Vegas Valley Water District lease could yield up to $729 million in net lease payments and the Mobile (AL) Area Water and Sewer could net up to $328 million.

In addition, the study estimates state university parking recycling initiatives could generate $60 billion in net economic value.

For example, long-term parking leases could produce up to $276 million at the University of Georgia, $222 million at Georgia Tech, $192 million at the University of Mississippi, $180 million at Mississippi State University, and $108 million at Southern Mississippi. This money could be reinvested in higher education or infrastructure projects.
Mail Merge: China Post, Lufthansa Enter Capacity Agreement

With the goal of jointly building a more stabilized and comprehensive channel of air mail transportation connecting China and Europe, China Post Group Corporation, the official postal service of the People’s Republic of China, and cargo airline Lufthansa Cargo are partnering on a strategic capacity agreement that adds one Boeing 777 freighter on the Shanghai–to–Frankfurt route.

The companies have been working together for a long time on other major Chinese stations, with a focus on Beijing and Guangzhou. In addition to the capacity agreement, China Post and Lufthansa Cargo are jointly working on shortening transportation times, improving quality, and further developing digitalization. They are seeking further close cooperation and plan additional agreements in the future.

Industry executives and professionals are uneasy about the recent escalation of international trade tensions and increasing tariffs. Concerns about trade protectionism top the list of industry worries, but only 11 percent of survey respondents say they are extremely concerned about an economic slowdown.

The top areas for increased technology spending, in descending order, include automation, business intelligence, planning and management systems, big data analytics, and SaaS applications and cloud services. Much discussed technologies, including blockchain and the Internet of Things, fall significantly lower on the priority list.

At an industry level, respondents point to the need for improved collaboration and operational planning across the supply chain as the most important priority, followed by supply chain visibility. Most see the industry’s capacity to share data as needing dramatic improvement. Respondents are virtually unanimous about the need to standardize data interfaces to improve data sharing and collaboration.

Technology investments will increase over the next 12 months, according to the survey. Some 90 percent of respondents say their organizations would raise technology spending, including 56 percent who say the increase would be 6 percent or greater. Respondents also cite adopting new technologies as one of the top three priorities for improving performance, behind only improving process efficiency and quality, and boosting customer service and satisfaction.

The top areas for increased technology spending, in
ECONOMIC NATIONALISM CHALLENGES GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS

Sixty–six percent of manufacturers responding to a new survey of global senior supply chain decision makers by software company LLamasoft say they would change their supply chains in order to tackle economic nationalism. In addition, 50 percent of respondents say economic nationalist policies will increase operational costs, and 45 percent are considering alternative suppliers, representing nearly $3.1 trillion of business globally, according to World Bank 2017 data.

Economic nationalism is recognized as one of the most severe challenges facing manufacturing supply chains, the survey finds. When asked to choose their biggest global concerns, respondents place economic nationalism (46 percent) second only to taxes and duties (50 percent).

In the UK, the world’s sixth largest economy, 64 percent of respondents are most worried about economic nationalism, namely Brexit—but their concern is not limited to that one region. As a result of Brexit, 45 percent of respondents globally are likely to change their supply chain design. This figure increases to 53 percent in the UK, 54 percent in France, 56 percent in Germany, and 51 percent in North America.

Higher costs as a result of the current climate are also anticipated around the world, though to different degrees. When asked what impact economic policies will have on their operational costs, 50 percent of respondents globally say those costs are likely to increase. The United States is anticipating these increased costs the most, with 61 percent expecting them, closely followed by the UK (59 percent) and Germany (53 percent).

In contrast, only 37 percent of respondents in France and 47 percent in Latin America are anticipating higher costs.

Top Most Impactful Event Types

- M&A - 66%
- Extreme Weather - 41%
- Factory Fire - 37%
- Business Sale - 33%
- Power Outage - 24%
- Earthquake - 23%
- Force Majeure - 12%

Mergers and acquisitions, weather crises and factory fires were among the main causes of global supply chain disruption in the first half of 2018, according to Resilinc data.
India Bales on Cotton Exports

India’s annual cotton output could drop 12 percent to the lowest in nine years as limited rainfall in the top two producing states has slashed crop yields, potentially cutting exports from the world’s top producer, according to a report in the Economic Times.

Fewer cotton shipments from India will allow rivals such as the United States, Brazil, and Australia to increase shipments to key Asian buyers such as China and Pakistan. It may also support global prices that have fallen 16 percent since hitting a four-year peak in June 2018.

India could produce 32.5 million bales of cotton in the 2018-2019 marketing year—the lowest since 2009-2010—as farmers in the western states of Gujarat and Maharashtra reported poor yields as a result of below-normal rainfalls during the June-September monsoon season.

India produced 37 million bales in 2017-2018 and was expected to harvest 36.1 million bales this year, according to the state-run Cotton Advisor.

Six of One: Merger Creates UK’s Largest Logistics Provider

Hong Kong private equity investor EmergeVest has consolidated ownership of six of the UK’s leading logistics companies to create EV Cargo, one of the country’s largest providers of transport, logistics, freight forwarding services, and logistics technology, and a global supply chain company operating in more than 120 countries.

With £850 million (US $1.067 billion) of revenue annually, EV Cargo is now the largest privately owned logistics business in the United Kingdom.

EV Cargo has been created by consolidating Adjuno, Alipor Cargo Services, CM Downton, Jigsaw, NFT, and Palletforce into a single corporate structure. The new firm will feature a core asset-based UK logistics network totalling 9 million square feet of warehousing space and 20,000 delivery vehicles; a team of 5,000 UK-based logistics professionals including 2,200 truck drivers; and 175 UK operating centers and 18 overseas operations.

With our own fleet of trucks fully equipped and ready to go, Syfan and our carrier partners are now fully ELD compliant with new shipment reporting requirements.

We welcome any rule that makes our industry safer and more transparent. And it’s why, as experienced food carriers, we embrace the new FSMA transport requirements that ensure proper training and sanitary conditions.
Asia Pacific companies place more importance on green transportation than other regions, finds DHL’s latest research report on ground transportation logistics. Seventy-five percent of respondents from the region say electric vehicles will have a significant impact on transport in the next two years, compared to the global average of 53 percent. In addition, 82 percent of respondents from Asia Pacific state that they need help navigating legislation around mandatory carbon reporting, second only to North America.

The survey also identifies two trends that will have a significant impact on transport in Asia Pacific:

1. **The rise of e-commerce.** Seventy-eight percent of Asia Pacific respondents see e-commerce as a trend of significant impact in 3-5 years, compared with 69 percent globally.

2. **The increasing urbanization of populations.** Seventy-one percent of Asia Pacific respondents deem urbanization to be key in one to two years, versus 61 percent globally.

Combined, these trends will produce greater demands on supply chain service providers to manage increasing congestion and pollution, while simultaneously satisfying consumers’ service requirements.

Companies in Asia Pacific place more importance on green transport than other regions do, finds a new DHL survey.

AND ABLE.

Being your trusted transport and logistics partner is our life’s work. We have always set the bar for the highest level of reliability and transparent communications with customers – through every shipment and every step of the way.
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Improving Supply Chain Performance by Focusing on Daily Improvement

When first engaging in a partnership, shippers and their logistics providers have certain objectives in mind. Whether it’s to reduce transportation costs or centralize logistics operations, both parties identify a desired outcome and work collaboratively to deliver on those promises. Unfortunately, over time, business “noise” pulls focus away from the original commitments and goals. In order to achieve the desired ROI and deliver on the promises made during the sales process, both parties need daily activities to align with that objective.

OGSM = A Disciplined Approach to Business Management

In order to establish (and maintain) a disciplined approach to business management, it’s helpful to use a proven process such as OGSM (Objectives, Goals, Strategies and Measurements). This strategic planning process provides clear goals and identifies the strategic choices to achieve them – a model for delivering alignment, transparency and metrics that truly define success.

OGSM has four components:

- Objective: Defines an overarching breakthrough vision – while linking to company vision
- Goals: Stepping stones to achieving the higher level objective – S.M.A.R.T.
- Strategies: The choices we make to achieve our objective
- Measures: Numerical benchmarks to check progress and determine if strategies are working – must enable visual, exception-based management

By clearly defining these components from the beginning, all parties involved can be focused on achieving the commitment promised in the contract each and every day. Then, if there are shortfalls, they can be identified on a daily basis and accountability can be assigned to specific individuals for remedying. While this approach isn’t going to magically fix anything, it does limit the period of time where issues can linger and lead to greater potential for risk and service disruptions.

OGSM can help to:

- Ensure that all goals, strategies and measures directly connect to the overall objective
- Provide better standardization for processes and measurement – from the beginning
- Quickly identify shortfalls, leading to root cause analysis and the creation of a solution
- Empower employees to drive organizational change

Managing for Daily Improvement

Developing an OGSM is the first step, but in order to be successful long-term – and achieve the desired results – organizations need to establish daily tactical processes and consistently monitor goals versus actual results. One effective way to do this is through a methodology called Managing for Daily Improvement (MDI), in which leaders implement visual management strategies that are leveraged on a daily basis to drive continuous improvement at various levels of the organization. A key tenet of MDI is that it is led by individual contributors (at the ground level), with an emphasis on self-motivated, highly-engaged teams holding each other accountable to improve their daily processes and performance. The MDI process requires 4 key elements:

- Standard Work: A formally defined and documented process to deliver a quality product or service on time. This includes documenting current best practices, creating standardized work forms and defining benchmarks or baselines.
- Daily Accountability Process: Establishment of daily team meetings with peer-led facilitation where actual results are measured against a goal/baseline and actions are documented in order to drive improvements.
- Visual Controls: A formal mechanism for visually displaying information to quickly indicate wins/losses on defined KPIs on a daily basis.
- Leadership Discipline: Company leaders must create the framework within which MDI will operate, but will have to trust individuals to execute it. Examining the metrics and goals each day drives incremental improvement on the important metrics within the overall strategy. Applying the OGSM process can help better standardize the approach to account management across all operations, and create a culture of accountability and visual management in order to drive improvement every day.

OGSM: Developing, Aligning and Deploying Strategy; ArchPoint Consulting
The holiday season came early this year—and not just because the neighbors down the street started putting up decorations the day after Halloween. As the trade war continues to heat up between the United States and China, retailers have been left scrambling to stuff their peak season stockings before each new series of retaliatory tariffs takes effect. As a result, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Oakland, and other West Coast ports have been posting record volumes of inbound cargo from Asia since June.

The question now remains: Will there be a slowdown?

Tariffs or no tariffs, retailers have continued to import products at steady rates to meet peak season demand. But what happens in 2019? Some experts claim that the increased traffic will continue into the first quarter of 2019, but others say orders from Asia will drop dramatically at the start of the New Year.

Only time will tell who is right. Meanwhile, commerce rolls on and shippers must find ways to adapt. It’s times like this when third-party logistics (3PL) partnerships shine. When the experts at your 3PL leverage their considerable expertise to support your operation, supply chain fluctuations and disruptions can be more easily mitigated. A 3PL can provide the following to help you address any number of tariff-related concerns, such as:

- **Cost savings.** New tariffs may drive up the cost of some raw materials and finished products by as much as 25 percent, which means you’ll need to find other areas to cut costs. A 3PL can help you find affordable warehousing, leverage other relationships to help you consolidate shipments, and use state-of-the-art technology to optimize routes and delivery—all of which may assist you in offsetting not only the cost of the 3PL, but the increased tariff expenditures associated with your products.

- **Capacity.** Whether you’re frontloading shipments into the nearest available port in advance of the next round of tariffs or simply find yourself struggling with the ongoing capacity crisis, a 3PL partner may well be able to secure capacity that you cannot find on your own. Your 3PL will have carrier partners across multiple modes to get your cargo from point A to point B.

- **Scalability.** If you spent the past six months ramping up for peak season, dialing your supply chain back down can be a challenge. By their nature, 3PLs are flexible and capable of scaling your services, capacity, storage space, and workforce up or down with your demand far more easily than you can do with your own internal assets.

- **Technology.** To remain competitive, 3PLs must stay updated with the latest supply chain technologies. As a partner to your logistics provider, you gain the benefits of this technology without the investment or overhead. This can be particularly useful when you’re planning to move more shipments than usual, or if you’re trying to navigate shifting regulations and tariffs associated with international trade.

Don’t let a trade war ruin your holiday season or your New Year. If you work with a capable and trustworthy 3PL, you may rest assured that you already have the supply chain agility needed to meet any challenges the New Year may bring.
Not So Fast: Rethinking Multi-Item Orders

In the name of speed and satisfaction, many retailers think they’re doing the right thing by delivering products to customers as quickly as possible, shipping partial orders, but that isn’t always the case.

High on the list of shopper frustrations is placing a multi-item order online only to have it arrive in multiple shipments over several days. It’s possible to delight convenience-seeking shoppers while still guaranteeing logistical efficiency, and it starts by assessing your retail shipments to orders ratio, or RSO.

RSO measures order fulfillment efficiency by calculating the number of packages a retailer ships for every digital order. The ideal RSO is 1.00—for every order received, only one package is shipped to the customer. Order routing business rules can affect RSO, and so can demand planning and forecasting accuracy, among other business strategies.

A growing number of digital orders are placed online via a variety of devices. Now add the complexity of merchandise spread across store locations or distribution centers around a continent. The RSO metric is important because you want to avoid excessive shipping costs and materials that hit your bottom line, while still delivering on promises made to customers.

There is a linear relationship between the out-of-stock (OOS) ratio and RSO. Out-ofstocks increase the number of shipments for any given order. For example, with a retail OOS rate of 8 percent, you can expect the RSO to be 1.33. In this scenario, for every digital order received, the retailer sends 1.33 packages due to out-of-stocks. When OOS is at 0, you can achieve an RSO of 1.00. That means the location from which orders are fulfilled has a zero percent probability of being out of stock, resulting in each order being fulfilled in a single package.

Rather than single-rule order routing—routing all orders from a distribution center—omni-channel retailers can use multiple fulfillment options. A ship-from-store strategy can push inventory out of the DC and into more stores as localized inventory hubs. Using stores to fulfill orders can speed inventory turnover within a given store.

However, this can also unintentionally increase your RSO, if done without an order management system that can consolidate orders.

To keep RSO in check, route the order to the best fulfillment location. Determining that location will be the result of business rules you set up in your system.

If you focus on driving a ship-from-store strategy, more orders will flow to your stores. Then, switch on your consolidation engine to bring in inventory to the ship-from location, allowing that fulfillment hub to consolidate the order into one shipment.

Consolidating orders relies on the fact that most retailer internal delivery services cost far less than last-mile delivery charges. Get your ducks in a row before the box is sealed and sent along to its final destination, and you’ll realize the cost-saving benefits.

Regularly check in on the health of your order fulfillment efficiency. Shoppers want their whole order fulfilled, not partial deliveries.
New Projects/Services Checklist:

- 2 Northbound Commercial Primary Lanes
- 2 Northbound Commercial Exit Lanes
- Gate to Gate/F.A.S.T. Lane
- Dock Expansion
- Cold Inspection Facility
- Regional Ag Training Center & Lab
- Ag Inspection Overtime Pay
- New State of the Art Toll System
- Bridge Building Renovation
- BridgeConnect Trade Sessions
- Unified Cargo Processing (UCP)
- New State of the Art Security Cameras System

Projects/Services Advantages:

- Improved Safety and Security
- Reduced Border Wait Times
- Increased Capacity
- Process Improvements
- Streamlined Inspections
- Improved Commercial Truck Throughput
- Smart Technologies
- Joint Inspections (U.S. & Mexico)
- Competitive Logistics Network
- Faster Connectivity to Port of Brownsville
- Bi-National Coordination for Expedited Crossings
- Maximum Efficiency

Pharr International Bridge
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Why Millennials Deserve Our Attention

By 2020, global millennial spending power will total $20 trillion plus. Not paying attention to the needs of this burgeoning demographic is business suicide.

The sooner supply chains can adapt to millennial attitudes, the better placed they are to thrive in the future. Agile logistics buyers who can secure providers offering millennial-focused services will reap the rewards.

Only 19 percent of millennials believe that others can be trusted, compared with 40 percent of boomers and 31 percent of generation Xers, finds a recent Pew study. This widespread mistrust in organizations and individuals has led to increased demand for transparency and traceability at every level. Millennials want to know exactly where their goods and services are coming from, how they will be transported, and the exact time they will arrive.

Transparent Tracking

Introducing Simplicity as a Service into the supply chain sector is a step in the right direction, with some consultancies already pre-empting the shift to millennial style services by suggesting faster response times to changing customer demands. To stay ahead of the competition, choose providers that offer reliable and transparent tracking services; it’s the smart, millennial-ready choice.

Despite claims that “snowflake” millennials are not tough enough, it’s my opinion that they have demonstrated much resilience. Many in the United States and UK have been hit hard by the effects of the financial crash, student debt, and astronomical property prices, but they have adapted and found ways to be successful.

This agile approach to life is reflected in the expectations millennials place on the goods and services they buy into. Innovation and resilience are a pairing that millennials know only too well. As such, their favored brands are ones that constantly bring them new and improved iterations of products and smart updates to services they have subscribed to.

If competitors spring up, millennials expect brands to innovate fast and come back stronger, with better services. To tap into this mindset, choose providers that pioneer innovation and are not afraid of some healthy competition.

Personalized Experience

Millenials are the “experience generation” and it’s important that the supply chain is considered essential to their customer experience, not just an invisible support function. This hands-on demographic demands bespoke goods and services, tailored to their needs from well before the point of sale until well after.

Personalized marketing has skyrocketed since millennials established themselves as the consumers to impress. However, it’s not easy to get the attention of a group that is constantly bombarded with information. A personalized approach is vital to cut through the noise of generic internet ads and spam emails.

To mitigate, businesses should aim to choose logistics providers that are committed to understanding the millennial psyche and have invested in technology and marketing to make millennials the world over feel personally catered to.
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Pushing Blockchain Past the Hype

Businesses across the supply chain are finally embracing blockchain as an asset capable of unlocking tremendous value, especially as supply chains grow more globalized and susceptible to compromise.

Yet many companies still approach blockchain with apprehension. Misinformation and lack of clarity loom over businesses curious about blockchain.

Supply chain companies are understandably wary of having to pause and overhaul current operations for any change. Without a clear vision and guidance throughout the implementation phase, companies may choose to defer to existing IT systems, even when blockchain could theoretically enhance operations.

Breaking through the noise of blockchain and its implications doesn’t have to be a daunting task. For supply chain companies unsure of the way forward, the channel partner community can make a substantial difference.

Channel partners are, in essence, advisers charged with helping businesses of all sizes and industries understand and implement next-gen technologies in ways that match their unique challenges and amplify performance.

By its nature, the channel community is well-positioned to bridge information gaps and help businesses implement next-generation innovation to their advantage. From technology deployment consultancies and distributors to systems integrators and supply chain-specific, value-added resellers, channel partners offer implementation and hosting services, local market knowledge, and digital expertise.

Embrace the Channel

Companies need to take a few key steps along the way to blockchain implementation. They should conduct an extensive audit of current IT processes, then strategize with their IT team and financial leadership to get a sense of how to improve. With a more holistic view of company operations, businesses can then turn to the channel community to identify real-world, impactful blockchain applications.

Luckily, extensive resources for connecting with channel partners are available. Many enterprise software providers house connection services and information on their home pages, making it easy to identify potential partners with industry-specific expertise.

Once these partnerships are established, supply chain managers can be more prepared to transition toward using blockchain without worrying about interrupting business operations.

Arguably the biggest challenge to adopting any technology is awareness and education. If you don’t understand complex technologies or how they can fit into your operation, chances are low you’ll adopt them.

Channel partners are well-positioned to function as ambassadors for widespread blockchain adoption. Those caught up in the blockchain news cycle looking for the determining factor that will bring blockchain deeper into the mainstream need look no further than this value-driven ecosystem.
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RISKS AND REWARDS

BY PAT LARKIN
Senior Regional Sales Executive, Motus
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Keeping Truckers Safe on the Road

Keeping drivers safe is important for everyone on the road, especially with 115 million cars and trucks hitting U.S. streets every day. Not everyone who drives will get into an accident. However, the risk is much higher for truckers who drive every day for work.

A range of factors can cause crashes. One of the most worrisome—and most easily avoidable—is distracted driving. That could be eating, taking a call, or any other number of distractions, but more often than not it’s texting. Despite laws prohibiting it, 42 percent of drivers admit to reading text messages or emails while driving.

Supply chains that employ truckers feel the monetary strains associated with those hazards. Beyond lost productivity, accidents cost companies $56 billion in 2017. Not only is an accident expensive for the supply chain, but it also puts a trucker’s safety at risk.

Supply chain managers can identify risky drivers, reduce liability, and protect their truck drivers in several ways:

**MVRs.** Understanding how to efficiently obtain Motor Vehicle Record (MVR) information on drivers might be a challenge since each state jurisdiction has its own criteria for carrying out MVR checks.

No matter how tedious the process, MVRs are an important tool to ensure that drivers act responsibly behind the wheel. These checks provide information about expired licenses, moving violations, and other traffic infringements concerning potential new hires.

Further, the U.S. Department of Transportation has deployed its Smart Roadside system to improve the safety, mobility, and efficiency of truck operations on the road. Key to this program is its Electronic Screening to identify the “safe and legal vehicles that are allowed to continue on their route.”

If the government is investing its resources into a program such as this, then it only makes sense that individual companies also do their part to utilize MVRs to ensure they hire reliable drivers.

**Telematics.** MVRs provide only initial information such as a history of citations and accidents. They do little to offer a complete picture of a driver’s good or risky behavior.

Telematics help even more by utilizing sophisticated technology such as GPS systems and plug-in devices that track specific data from trucks. If a driver frequently swerves between lanes or accelerates rapidly, telematics would record and report this information.

**Training.** Training programs identify each driver’s areas of focus and then provide engaging and up-to-date training modules to make the most of their learning process. The right program involves regular training sessions, and as the lessons continue, progress is tracked in reports, allowing employers to see advancements or implement areas for improvement.

**Mitigating Risk**

There is always some risk associated with keeping truckers safe while on the road. But with the right set of solutions and training, supply chain managers can mitigate risk and decrease the likelihood of their truckers getting into serious and costly accidents while on the job.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

How Retailers Earn 5-Star Reviews

The human touch, product education, smooth delivery, sturdy packaging, and good cup of coffee help retailers rate high with customers.

by Merrill Douglas
Speed is a given in retail these days. Consumers want their products right away (if not sooner), and leading retailers all seem to be trying to set fulfillment records. Whether they’re shipping to customers at home, providing in-store pickup for online orders, or stocking physical shelves for in-person shopping, merchants can no longer rely on near-instant gratification to make them stand out from the crowd.

That’s why many companies today use outstanding customer service to win attention, customer loyalty, five-star reviews, and more sales.

For some born-digital retailers, that might mean following the lead of Amazon, Zappos, and others into the brick-and-mortar realm to offer more personal service. As these e-commerce leaders show with their forays into in-person shopping, brick-and-mortar is not dead.

“Humans want connections, with people as well as with products and sensory experiences,” says Alice Fournier, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based vice president of e-commerce and digital at London-based Kantar Consulting. Besides getting up close and personal, e-commerce merchants also open physical locations so they can provide in-store pickup, plus services aligned with their products.

Some retailers that operate traditional stores are adopting a similar model, opening brick-and-mortar locations devoted exclusively to service. Fournier points to Nordstrom’s new Nordstrom Local outlets in California, which offer e-commerce pickup, returns, and exchanges, plus alterations, shoe repair, a chance to work with a stylist, and more—but carry no inventory.

Whether consumers come to a store to browse the merchandise, pick up the items they ordered online, or get expert advice on what to buy next, retailers that delight customers in brick-and-mortar stores excel in three areas: convenience, a great experience, and service. “Shoppers are looking to do as many of the things they need to do as possible in a given space,” Fournier says. For example, many larger retailers now offer health and wellness services. A big box store might provide flu shots and eye care; a shoe store might serve hydration needs by handing out bottled water.

**Coffee and Comfort**

Among retailers that emphasize experience, Will Leather Goods is a standout. Each of the company’s eight stores—in Houston and Austin, Texas; Portland and Eugene, Oregon; Venice, California; Denver; San Francisco; and Detroit—highlights the beauty of a restored building.

Natural wood, original cement, and other attractive features complement fine leatherwork, says
Shane Adler, brand director at Will Leather Goods, which is headquartered in Eugene. So does another important element of the Will Leather experience: coffee. Walk into Will Leather Goods and you’ll be offered a cup of fresh espresso. The Detroit store features a full-service coffee shop where guests can get at least one cup on the house.

Staff encourage visitors to sit down with their coffee and hang out in the store as long as they like. “Because we sell a higher-end product, it’s not always about buying the first time. There are a lot of stories to explore and things to smell,” Adler says. “Customers have to pick up everything and see what is hidden.”

**Reaching Out Online**

Of course, Will Leather can’t serve either coffee or a multisensory experience to customers who buy online. “It’s hard. How do you smell the leather through the website?” Adler says. The company compensates with high-touch customer service. For example, if a customer wants an item that isn’t currently available through the e-commerce channel, a customer service representative will connect that customer with a store that has the item in stock.

The customer service team also makes phone calls to customers who leave reviews online. “If it’s a five-star review, they’ll get a response from us,” Adler says. “If it’s a two-star review, they’ll certainly get a response from us so we can figure out and resolve the issue.”

For example, one customer recently posted a review that said a belt purchased from Will Leather was peeling. “Our belts don’t peel,” Adler says. Most likely, the customer just needed to learn the right way to condition the leather. The customer service team was ready to oblige. “We can turn a two-star review into a five-star review because of our service and education,” she says.

Both online and in its stores, Will Leather uses education, plus a lifetime guarantee on all products, to keep customers happy and loyal. “Leather is an ever-evolving material that dries out, ages, and can stretch,” Adler says. “We can help customers take care of it by teaching them about oiling, conditioning, and cleaning the product.”

**Handle With Care**

Despite the appeal of touching and trying, the success of e-commerce proves that plenty of customers will commit to products they have experienced only on a website. But when the product is a major item—say, a washing machine or a big-screen TV—e-commerce requires a leap of faith. That makes outstanding customer service all the more important.

Nashville-based Electronic Express sells a wide variety of consumer electronics, furniture, appliances, and other products through its 16 retail locations in Tennessee and Alabama. But in its e-commerce channel, the big sellers are TVs. A while ago, Electronic Express was having trouble shipping some of those TVs to customers.

“TVs are very fragile,” says Gregory Rohan, director of marketplace sales and operations at Electronic Express. In the past, when the company sold TVs through its website, or through Amazon, eBay, and other marketplaces, 3 to 4 percent of them arrived with some kind of damage.

A damage claim is a customer service problem. “We have to apologize, tell customers that obviously we will take care of it and send a replacement TV,” Rohan says. “But they will wait another seven or eight days to have another TV shipped.”

Rohan attributed the damage to the use of traditional less-than-truckload (LTL) networks to ship the TVs. “The shipments would move from dock to dock,” he says. “Every touch created a chance of something happening.”

Not only did it cost money to resolve claims, but damaged products created a poor experience, and some customers mentioned the problem in online comments. The service issue also hurt relationships with some e-commerce marketplaces.

“E-commerce companies hold us to specific metrics so we can maintain our standard as a highly respected seller on their platforms,” Rohan says. “The order defect rate (ODR) is one of those metrics.”

In early 2018, Electronic Express started using a new solution to ship TVs. Called Airfreight + Final Mile, the solution from Seko Logistics in Itasca, Illinois, combines air cargo transportation with ground delivery to get larger, bulkier items to customers in two or three days.

By highlighting the beauty of its restored buildings and serving coffee, retailer Will Leather Goods creates memorable in-store experiences. Seko Logistics’ Airfreight + Final Mile service helps e-commerce merchants deliver bulky items quickly, improving customer service.
Seko developed Airfreight + Final Mile largely to help e-commerce merchants deliver bulky items quickly, without opening numerous fulfillment centers. But the solution also addresses service issues that don’t apply to small packages.

**White-Glove Service**

Bulky items require white-glove delivery, says Rick Lee, chief operating officer at Seko. “It might involve the extra touch of a phone call or an electronic communication to confirm a timely appointment.”

Electronic Express chose the Seko service largely because it reduces the number of transfers a TV goes through on its journey from the distribution center (DC) in Nashville to the customer. Instead of moving through a network of LTL terminals, the TVs now travel from the DC to nearby Nashville International Airport, to an airport and Seko hub in the customer’s region, and then to the customer.

Besides using air transportation to simplify a large product’s journey, Seko limits damage by working with merchants on packaging. “We’ve reduced the number of claims being filed over the past three years by 50 percent,” Lee says.

Electronic Express has reduced its own damage claims for TVs since it started using Airfreight + Final Mile, and that improvement translates into better online reviews, Rohan says. That’s an important benefit for e-commerce sales.

“How do you satisfy a customer who wants to buy a 40-inch TV and is unsure about going online, versus buying it in a store?” Rohan asks. Online feedback plays a big role. “We want them to see nothing but positive experiences,” he adds.

**Chilled, Fresh, and Friendly**

At 5 a.m., six days a week, a driver arrives at a facility in Falls Church, Virginia, to pick up bottles of freshly squeezed juices with names such as Wake Me Up, Detox, and Glow. Each juice brims with nutrients. But the product can lose its value over time, and if not kept cold and handled correctly, it may spoil.

“Getting it to the customer is critical,” says Rob Yealu, director of operations at juice and nutrition company JRINK. For this company, customer service is inextricably bound up with reliability and speed.

JRINK sells its juices, plus a line of plant-based “farmaceuticals” called Apothékary, from seven retail shops in and around Washington, D.C. It also sells the fresh juices online, with deliveries within a 25- to 30-mile radius of Falls Church. Since 2016, it has relied on a company called DeliveryCircle to keep those juices cold and fresh while delivering them on schedule to customers.

Based in Newark, Delaware, DeliveryCircle uses small courier companies and independent drivers to make local deliveries for retailers. “The retailers use us because they get a consistent model,” says Vijaya Rao, DeliveryCircle’s chief executive officer. That model blends the on-demand, just-in-time service one gets from a company such as Uber with the solid logistics platform one would get with UPS or FedEx, she explains.

JRINK takes orders for juices, sold singly or in kits, through its e-commerce site. It collects those orders in its own internal management system and uploads the data to DeliveryCircle. Then DeliveryCircle takes over.

“DeliveryCircle makes sure that on every delivery, they contact the customer in whichever way the customer prefers,” Yealu says. Customers choose one of two delivery windows, 6 to 8:30 a.m. or 9 a.m. to noon. “It’s critical that the juices get there on time,” he says. “People create their schedules around our product.”

**Dedicated Driver**

To keep the juice moving and the customers happy, DeliveryCircle has assigned JRINK a single driver, who makes sure the product stays cold throughout the ride and arrives on schedule. The driver builds good relationships with customers, and serves as a conduit for communications. “If there’s something wrong on our end, or if there’s an issue with the consumer, the driver reaches out immediately and follows up,” Yealu says.

All DeliveryCircle customers get dedicated drivers or, if the need is larger, pools of drivers, Rao says. Some drivers have specific training; for example, those who deliver automotive parts or do deliveries for medical facilities earn hazardous materials certification. Also, business owners rate their drivers on performance. “We constantly look for four- or five-star drivers for a business,” she says.

Having a dedicated driver helps JRINK provide excellent customer service, says Yealu. “It’s about building relationships, creating that feedback loop, making sure the customer knows that not only will the product be delivered, but the delivery service will remain consistent.”

Whether the product is a bottle of cold-pressed beet-carrot-orange-apple blend, a leather tote, or a smart TV, customers want to be delighted from the moment they make the purchase until they take the first sip, fill the bag with their belongings, or settle in to binge a favorite series. Retailers and their logistics partners keep finding innovative, five-star ways to make their customers’ dreams come true.
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A mere two decades ago, you didn’t need a lot of specialized credentials to embark on a supply chain career. “Companies just looked to hire smart people,” says Gregory Maloney of the Ryder Center for Supply Chain Management at Miami’s Florida International University (FIU). “They knew they could teach employees the skills they needed.”

Today, smart people are as coveted as ever, but it’s a given that they need opportunities to learn outside their day-to-day jobs. And increasingly, their employers are ensuring that they get that opportunity. “Corporate investment in supply chain continuing education is definitely on the rise, because companies see direct impact to their bottom-line profitability,” says Lisa Sallstrom, a vice president responsible for certification and membership at professional association APICS. “They’re able to make the tie between educated, productive employees and the impact that has on supply chain efficiency and effectiveness.”

With demand for continuing education on the rise, universities, colleges, and associations have recently unveiled new programs and initiatives. They’ve also revamped some old standbys. Just as important, they’re tailoring curricula to help newcomers to the profession get up to speed and veterans optimize their know-how.

By Tamara Chapman
Keeping Up With New Insights

In today’s complex marketplace, supply chain managers need to embrace ongoing, career-long learning—for themselves and their direct reports.

“We are seeing more and more enterprise-wide employee training,” says Sallstrom. That’s largely because corporations and department supervisors want to raise the level of productivity across the entire organization. They think one way to do so is to ensure that their teams are trained consistently.

That’s the idea driving the newly launched Association for Supply Chain Management (ASCM), an outgrowth of APICS’ 60-plus years of logistics education programming. Introduced to the logistics community in September 2018, the ASCM focuses on driving innovation by sharing “the newest insights on all aspects of supply chain.”

To that end, the ASCM has created the Supply Chain Learning Center, which is expected to kick into high gear in early 2019. At full speed, it will offer everything from recorded webinars and online courses to onsite training seminars. Emphasis on onsite. That reduces reliance on a problematic paradigm, in which employees are dispatched to an off-site training in hopes they’ll return to the workplace and spread around their newly acquired knowledge.

The ASCM’s Supply Chain Principles on Demand offerings, meanwhile, are geared toward people who need to update their skills or cross-train for newly acquired responsibilities. A Supply Chain Leadership on Demand sequence develops the people skills and resiliency needed for directing organizational progress.

Programs like these make it easier for corporations to weave instruction throughout the enterprise. And that’s important, Sallstrom says, because it helps ensure that everyone is on the same page, using the same terminology and practicing the same concepts.

“Having a consistent vocabulary through the enterprise is so important,” she explains. “People can get tripped up on even common words.”

As the ASCM evolves, Sallstrom expects it will explore everything from tried-and-true foundations to emerging topics—artificial intelligence, for example, or the Internet of Things and sustainable practices. Regardless, ASCM will present the information in a variety of ways, allowing for self-directed study or group exchanges of ideas and information.

Soft Skills for a Networked Supply Chain

Throughout her years in supply chain education, Mary Long, managing director at the Global Supply Chain Forum at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, has held countless conversations with industry leaders. Time and again, they beat a particular drum with gusto: “One clear message is that their best candidates are equally comfortable with people and data,” she says.

“Today’s corporate executives understand that supply chains swim in tons of data,” Long says. “But they also understand that data and analytics only get you so far. You have to also engage with people, whether that’s asking great questions of your suppliers, asking great questions of your customers, or asking great questions of your team members.”

The people skills—among them, leadership, communication, and negotiation—can be the hardest to teach. But, in the networked, as opposed to hierarchical, environment that characterizes today’s market-savvy businesses, “these are skills that people have to learn to be more trusted leaders,” she explains.

FIU’s Gregory Maloney echoes Long’s observations about industry’s interest in different skills. He got a similar message when helping to design FIU’s recently debuted Master of Science program in logistics and supply chain management, the first such program in Florida, where supply chain studies typically are the purview of engineering programs.

“As we developed this program, we talked to a lot of companies across the country,” Maloney says. “It was interesting that they told us that within logistics and supply chain what they need now is some of the ‘soft skills.’”

With those soft skills in mind, FIU devised a program that puts the expected heavy emphasis on optimizing technology and data, but also gives prime time to the art of negotiations, the essentials of marketing, and the craft of building business relationships with professionals from different cultures and countries.

Building relationships across cultures and countries is increasingly important in the Florida marketplace, says Ron Mesia, executive director of FIU’s Ryder Center for Supply Chain Management and an architect of the new master’s program. Because Miami is a gateway to Central and South America, the curriculum is fused “with a Latin American flavor,” he says, ensuring that supply chain managers can handle the technicalities of customs in, say, Costa Rica while nurturing a beneficial relationship with a business partner in Santiago.

So far, Maloney says, Florida’s supply chain talent pool is welcoming the opportunity to plunge into this medley of courses. “When we conduct informational sessions for this program, we can barely find space in the room for everybody,” he says.

Online Courses Adjust to Learning Styles

Many university-level certificate and degree programs—FIU’s among them—require that students come to campus for face-to-face interaction. That’s the best way for a professor to gauge whether a student has grasped a difficult concept, Maloney notes.

But more and more programs are offering hybrid programs that blend in-person interaction with online instruction. In fact, “the biggest trend in continuing supply chain education is to provide online courses,” says Nancy Taylor, director of the master’s program in supply chain management at Michigan State University’s Broad College of Business.
That’s because many busy professionals don’t have time for traditional delivery platforms. Whether they are mid-career millennials just starting families or older professionals changing career tracks, they need fast-paced programs that they can complete remotely.

Taylor’s own program, in existence for about 15 years, is “a combination of on site, in person, and online,” she says. Over the course of 20 months, the cohort of students comes to campus for occasional three-day weekends, which allows them to get to know faculty members and their classmates. Between these campus visits, students work remotely, exchanging ideas and questions online.

Professor David Closs, an architect of the MSU program who has expertise in logistics operations and planning, considers online education a boon to professionals who need flexibility in their lives. The programs that work best, he points out, rely on a few best practices to make the experience friendly and effective.

Too many online programs err by plopping existing curricula and existing syllabi into a digital environment. Worse, they fail to customize instruction for the online attention span. It’s not uncommon, Closs notes, for an online program to require students to sit through hours-long YouTube videos of classroom lectures.

Recognizing that this isn’t conducive to learning, many college and university programs have begun partnering with an outside company that understands the online universe. For example, MSU’s online supply chain master’s program works with Tampa-based Bisk, which employs instructional designers who can help a professor distill complex points into user-friendly presentations.

“When you create educational programs for an online setting,” Closs says, “you have to think differently.”

Whether you’re just launching a supply chain career or looking to boost your skillset, there is a lot to learn and a lot of ways to learn it.

---

**Serving Up Today’s Specials**

While degree and certificate programs can provide the latest thinking on everything from enterprise resource planning to storage life-cycle policy, other critical topics are still making their way on to the syllabus. Depending on your responsibilities and aspirations, it makes sense to start tracking some emerging topics now, whether by reading the business press or engaging in what’s-up chats at networking events.

- **Artificial intelligence, autonomous systems, and robotics**
  
  Self-driving vehicles, robots, and the automated warehouse are on the way. Savvy managers will want to start thinking about how this will affect everything from worksite culture to employee morale and staff dynamics. After all, these technologies may replace some workers, while others will have to interact with them.

- **Blockchain fundamentals**
  
  Offering what the Brookings Institution describes as a “secure transaction ledger database,” blockchain makes sense for some organizations and no sense for others. Learn as much as you can, so “you can logically think through the value proposition of blockchain,” suggests David Closs, a professor at Michigan State University’s Broad College of Business.

- **Sustainability**
  
  Lisa Sallstrom, a vice president responsible for certification and membership at APICS, sees eco-awareness as a critical part of the supply chain manager’s strategic outlook. “Consumers are becoming more conscious of and demanding sustainable business practices,” she says.

  With that in mind, the newly formed Association for Supply Chain Management, an outgrowth of APICS, has created the SCOR-E (Supply Chain Operations Reference for Enterprises) designation for corporations. It aims to raise the bar on ecological, as well as ethical and economic, practices. That means expertise in, or at least familiarity with, the circular economy, climate strategy, energy use, water and waste, material usage, and product life-cycle stewardship.

- **The Internet of Things (networked systems)**
  
  A networked approach to supply chain requires a different skill set and mindset. “When supply chains are networked, you need to be able to embrace data analytics and a facts-are-friendly approach,” says Mary Long, managing director of the Global Supply Chain Forum at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. “Everybody can see your data. You can’t hold it back and piecemeal it out.” What’s more, when other entities within an organization have access to supply chain data, they’re likely to have different interpretations of it. These could well inform decision making.
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Food retailers are working to satisfy consumers’ growing appetite for rapid delivery of everything from tomatoes to orange juice. To feed this demand, they’re educating personal shoppers, developing new technologies to handle the last-mile, rethinking distribution networks and inventory planning, and partnering with technology companies.

By Karen M. Kroll
Depending on your age, you might recall a milkman making stops at homes around town. By the 1950s and 1960s, however, home delivery of milk and other dairy products largely died out, a victim of the popularity of supermarkets, better refrigeration, and suburban sprawl, which forced milkmen to drive longer distances, increasing their costs.

Fast forward to 2018, and home delivery of all types of groceries is surging. Many consumers head online, order just about any grocery item from just about any grocer, and either pick it up or have it delivered, often within hours. This shift in consumer behavior shows no sign of slowing down. Seventy percent of consumers will engage in online grocery shopping within the next five to seven years, according to *Digitally Engaged Food Shopper*, a 2018 study by the Food Marketing Institute (FMI) and Nielsen Holdings plc. Online food and beverage spend could reach $100 billion by 2022, says Mark Baum, FMI’s senior vice president of industry.

**MANAGING CONSUMER PREFERENCES**

Even as the convenience of online grocery shopping attracts consumers, many grocers are struggling to determine how to satisfy this surging demand without decimating their bottom lines. The challenges are daunting. For starters, consumers are notoriously picky when it comes to food and other consumables. That makes it difficult for a store’s personal shopper to know, for instance, exactly how ripe a particular consumer prefers their bananas.

Education and technology can help. At Shipt Inc., an online delivery service company, Shipt Shoppers receive instruction on identifying the best produce and meat, says spokesperson Julie Coop. They shop frozen and refrigerated items last to ensure they’ll be fresh at delivery. To maintain cold-chain integrity, shoppers store all items in separate insulated bags while choosing items and during delivery.

Technology also comes into play. At grocery delivery service Instacart, a data science team reviews historical data to most efficiently route its shoppers through stores. The company also leverages machine learning and real-time location technology to most effectively batch deliveries and route drivers.

Such training and technology require both time and money, which can cut into grocers’ bottom line. Yet grocery margins already are thinner than for many other products.

Some delivery companies charge membership fees and/or require minimum order levels to gain free shipping. For instance, as of early November 2018, Shipt was offering an annual membership for $99, or a monthly plan for $14. It delivers orders of more than $35 for free.

Another challenge is the last mile. Moving food from a warehouse or retail location to a consumer remains a complicated, expensive endeavor. Unlike fashion or other merchandise, grocery deliveries must be made within a narrow time window, given the perishability of the items, notes Natan Reddy, analyst with CB Insights, a research and analysis firm.

**MAINTAIN THE CHAIN**

Cold chain integrity must be maintained throughout delivery. Today, that typically means the consumer must be home to accept the groceries, which reduces the convenience of online delivery. “The first retailer that can crack the code to affordable last-mile grocery delivery will win,” Reddy says.

One potential solution is micro-fulfillment centers, Reddy suggests. These compact warehouses are small enough to fit into dense urban areas, where they’re close to many consumers. They rely on artificial intelligence and robotics to efficiently fill orders.

In November 2018, Albertsons Consumers using online delivery service Shipt order groceries from a local store via the Shipt app or website, and schedule a delivery in as soon as one hour. Delivery workers can unpack the orders into the customer’s cabinets or refrigerator.
Companies announced a partnership with TakeOff Technologies to pilot a micro-fulfillment center that will streamline e-commerce fulfillment. TakeOff’s technology, enabled by artificial intelligence, will handle much of the fulfillment process, reducing the time required to process orders.

Another option is BOPIS—buy online, pick up in store. This offers most of the online convenience, but eliminates the hassles of last-mile delivery, Reddy notes.

Autonomous vehicles may eventually help grocers tackle last-mile challenges. Because the vehicles are designed to carry cargo rather than people, they tend to be smaller and less expensive to fuel than traditional delivery vehicles. And, of course, they lack drivers who need to be paid.

“Autonomous ground delivery can fundamentally move the needle forward by shedding the cost of human delivery drivers,” Reddy says. In June 2018, Kroger and Nuro, a maker of self-driving vehicles, entered a partnership to pilot autonomous last-mile deliveries.

An especially confounding part of the last-mile challenge is “the last 10 yards,” or moving groceries from the vehicle to inside the consumer’s home, while maintaining temperature controls. In a future with autonomous vehicles, consumers may go to the vehicle, flash an identification tag, and then retrieve their groceries, says Joe Bobko, vice president of transportation with Boxed.com, an online bulk shopping market.

In the next evolution of this technology, the autonomous vehicle may actually house a smaller autonomous vehicle that brings a customer’s groceries to the front door or garage, or to a lock box. Further into the future, new homes may come equipped with robots that retrieve the groceries.

**MANAGING THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK**

Grocers also need to determine where best to fill online orders. Obviously, retailers and delivery service companies can use physical stores, as the inventory and locations already exist. However, using stores this way presents its own challenges. To start, “retail real estate is expensive,” says Yemisi Bolumole, associate professor of supply chain management at Michigan State University. In addition, most retail workers aren’t trained to efficiently pick items.

Yet moving the process to a warehouse, and layering online orders on top of traditional pallet orders becomes cumbersome and inefficient. “It’s mixing two very different types of work—that of a personal shopper and a traditional warehouse function,” Bolumole says. As the volume of online grocery orders grows, more retailers should find it easier to justify an investment in a separate network for this part of their business, she adds.

Another challenge that arises as grocery shopping straddles both the online and physical worlds is accurately planning inventory. Most retailers determine their replenishment system based on their ability to build a reasonably accurate demand profile, Bolumole says. The growing number of consumers shopping through multiple channels adds complexity.

**DISHING UP E-COMMERCE SUCCESS**

The FMI-Nielsen Digital Readiness Assessment Survey and in-depth interviews across many grocery retailer and manufacturer operational functions reveal six organizational imperatives that can help food retailers and manufacturers accelerate omni-channel success.

1. **Merge digital and in-store shelf capabilities.** Manage the physical shelf and its digital counterpart to create a seamless shopping experience, where consumers see the same information both online and offline.

2. **Align organizational structures.** Integrate digital offerings in parallel with brick-and-mortar operations.

3. **Address discrepant datasets.** Scrub master data files for discrepancies; strong data and accuracy are critical components to successfully support online sale efforts.

4. **Integrate forecasts to increase operational efficiencies.** Integrate online and offline forecasting so the right amount of inventory is available to meet orders through either channel.

5. **Optimize shopper insights.** Bring retailer and manufacturer shopper information together into a single, comprehensive view of customer insights.

6. **Improve marketing and promotions.** Optimize the management of omni-channel marketing and promotions.
One solution is to develop online subscription services, particularly for laundry detergent and other bulky items that consumers prefer not to lug around, Bolumole says. Of course, for these to work, online consumers have to maintain their shopping patterns.

“This falls apart if consumers buy online today, and go into a store next week,” she says. To minimize this risk, retailers may offer incentives to keep customers online.

**TECH PARTNERS**

In their efforts to develop reliable, cost-effective delivery capabilities, some retailers are partnering with technology companies—Albertsons’ partnership with TakeOff Technologies is one example. These partnerships enable retailers to scale more quickly than most could by building capacity.

“We’re in a golden age of experimentation,” Baum says. Many retailers are both building their own capabilities and partnering with other firms that can bring technological expertise.

And even as many grocers build out their online options, most still are keeping their brick-and-mortar stores. “Brick-and-mortar stores are essential to business,” Baum says.

One reason is the impulse shopping that often occurs once consumers are inside a store. Consumers tend to be more disciplined about sticking to their lists when shopping online, especially if they’re replenishing basics such as milk and flour.

“We haven’t yet found the silver bullet,” says Florian Neuhaus, partner with consulting firm McKinsey & Company. Industry players are still searching for the right balance between cost and service levels.

Ultimately, it’s likely that several grocery delivery options will prevail, says Vishwa Chandra, a McKinsey partner with a focus on grocery and retail. Consumers likely will vary their orders, depending on whether they need groceries immediately or in a few days. “There won’t be one dominant solution,” he adds.

It’s a lot for grocery retailers to chew on moving forward.

**AUTOMATION THAT DOESN’T CRUSH THE BERRIES OR BREAK THE EGGS**

The 600,000-square-foot distribution center Walmart will open in Shafter, California in 2020 will be able to move about 40 percent more freight than similar centers, says Michelle Malashock, spokesperson. That translates to about 770,000 bananas per day. The center will handle perishable groceries for areas of California and Las Vegas.

The work completed in most distribution centers today tends to be mostly manual. “Workers unload trucks, get products on conveyor belts, break packs apart, pick items, and create pallets,” Malashock says. It’s laborious, grueling work; an associate may pick up boxes that weigh upwards of 60 pounds hundreds of times each day, often in refrigerated chambers.

The Shafter center will deploy WITRON materials handling equipment to automate many of these jobs. The equipment will bring products to Walmart associates, rather than associates having to walk to retrieve products, saving time.

The equipment also will stack boxes and pallets, using algorithms to ensure, for instance, that a gallon of milk doesn’t crush a container of blueberries. The algorithm also will “create tighter, smarter pallets,” Malashock says.

At the same time, what had been mostly manual jobs will be “upskilled,” and require associates with strong technical and analytical skills who can develop the algorithms the machines will use, based on the weight, size, and other attributes of approximately 8,000 products, as well as the items each store orders.

“The equipment will create a pallet that meets the criteria without breaking the eggs,” Malashock says.

Walmart is breaking ground in Shafter, California, to build its first high-tech distribution center for fresh and frozen groceries.
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The Amazon effect continued to extend well past retailers in 2018. As business-to-business customers become accustomed to order status updates from their consumer experiences, they expect them in the business environment, as well. This impacts manufacturer priorities as companies examine how their systems and processes can meet new expectations for communication and speed. Better, faster, smarter is no longer a luxury—it’s a requirement.

The need for speed is also spawning a new category of last-mile delivery entrepreneurs that rely on ever-evolving technology to find new and affordable ways to deliver products quickly to consumers and businesses. Whether new models that rely on crowdsourced drivers for delivery are sustainable, however, remains to be seen.

3PLs remain valued partners

Shipper demands, customer expectations, and third-party logistics (3PL) capabilities are increasing as the supply chain is pushed to the forefront, notes the 2018 Third-Party Logistics Study. This comes as shippers continue to refocus efforts on their core strengths and rely more on 3PL providers.

At the same time, 3PL growth in 2018 has been fueled by implementing technology that allows for enhanced fulfillment capabilities, efficient supply chains, and data that can help shippers improve operations in their own organizations as well as for clients. This is due in part to the fact that total logistics expenditures as a percentage of sales revenues have increased, reaching 11 percent in the 2018 study from 10 percent in the previous year.

The new NAFTA

With the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), don’t expect major shifts in how North American supply chains are managed. Trade among the three countries should be robust, and the outcome should be a win-win-win for all parties involved as global corporations are expected to continue to invest in North America.

Commerce has evolved since NAFTA was created and the trade agreement will reflect the world we live in today, not 25 years ago. This new agreement will provide clarity around the future of North American trade and allow shippers to properly prepare for capital investments and supply chain changes. Some sectors and products—such as automotive, dairy, eggs, and poultry—will likely be impacted more than others.

Jose Minarro
Senior Vice President of Customs in Mexico Transplace

“The rules of origin for several industries will change. Revisit eligibility to claim NAFTA or USMCA duty rates in the future and perform a comprehensive rules of origin and regional value content analysis for every product.”

Most Likely to Have a Lasting Impact

Amazon effect and consumer impatience extend to B2B

The rules of origin for several industries will change. Revisit eligibility to claim NAFTA or USMCA duty rates in the future and perform a comprehensive rules of origin and regional value content analysis for every product.”
Capacity shortage

With the first quarter of 2018 representing the largest shortage in history, the ongoing truckload capacity crunch is the result of what insiders call the "perfect storm." Factors range from a booming economy that’s producing more goods that need transporting to fewer trucks available because of recession-triggered fleet reductions a decade ago.

In addition, with the average age of the commercial truck driver at 55, more are retiring at the same time that companies struggle to attract younger talent to a profession that has lost its appeal.

As a result, many shippers are changing how they do business to make sure they have the capacity they need. Emerging efforts to help include developing technology that helps match carriers and drivers with goods, especially on backhauls.

Finding labor

With the U.S. unemployment rate averaging 3.9 percent during the first three quarters of 2018, and hitting a record low of 3.7 percent in September heading into the busy holiday fulfillment season, the labor shortage has affected all aspects of the supply chain. It’s not limited to warehouses having trouble finding seasonal employees—manufacturers and trucking companies need more help, too.

The workforce shortage is forcing all segments of the supply chain to be more resourceful with recruiting, whether it’s locating new fulfillment centers in more populated areas so there’s greater access to talent, offering more competitive wages and flexible hours, or attempting to attract drivers through TV ads.

ELD mandate

The electronic logging device (ELD) mandate that went into effect at the end of 2017 and limits the number of hours a driver can be on the road has had a notable impact on truckload capacity. Considering the driver shortage, placing limits on the existing workforce, while appropriate, exacerbated the problem.

The industry is addressing the driver shortage in a number of ways, including actively recruiting military veterans with driving experience, being more flexible with warehouse pickup and delivery times so drivers can avoid rush-hour congestion, and lobbying for improved infrastructure and more highway rest areas with room for tractor-trailers.

China tariffs

In 2018, President Trump used tariffs to deliver on a campaign promise to crack down on what he describes as years of unfair trade practices between the United States and China. The tariffs on Chinese imports included a 25-percent fee on nearly $50 billion in goods during the summer while September brought a 10 percent tariff on $200 billion in goods. The lower fall percentage, intended to reduce the impact on holiday demand, will increase to 25 percent on January 1, 2019.

While November brought talk of a truce in the trade war, companies continue to feel the impact. Chinese exporters aren’t the only ones affected; U.S. businesses are feeling it as well. More than half of American companies were affected by the tariffs with China, finds AsiaInspection’s mid-year survey. That number increases to nearly two-thirds of small and mid-sized businesses. As a result, many companies are continuing to shift some sourcing away from China.
New trade agreements

I’ve long said that even in a world of Brexit and anti-trade sentiment in the United States, free trade agreements will quietly continue to proceed at the bilateral, regional, and global level—because they are needed. And 2018 seemed to bear that out.

Emerging Asia is rallying even without the United States. The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), a proposed free-trade agreement between countries in the Asia Pacific region that together account for almost 40 percent of the world’s GDP, is expected to be agreed to before the end of 2018. Naturally, we can’t ignore the U.S.-China trade dispute, which is worrisome on many levels. It’s likely that the face-off between the world’s two biggest economies will see higher prices for U.S. consumers, an economic hit for China, and a squeeze for European manufacturers with heavy capital expenditure investments in China and market exposure in the United States.

Weather, natural disasters, strikes

It has never been more important for manufacturers, shippers, and carriers to have a supply chain risk management plan. With NASA and other sources reporting that climate change is making hurricanes stronger and more intense, supply chain stakeholders still reeling from 2017’s devastating hurricane season had to expect more of the same in 2018.

Every significant natural disaster, whether Hurricane Florence in September or Indonesia’s recent earthquake and tsunami, affects the global supply chain. Non-weather disruptions that include Brazil’s spring labor strike and significant changes in trade deals—think Brexit—also mean that players know they must prepare for a range of potential disruptions.

Artificial intelligence

Supply chain planning systems are no longer just pre-defined optimization algorithms relying on a static model of the world. Nowadays, systems can constantly monitor tens of millions of variables that constitute the supply chain model, recognize hidden patterns, and generate correlations or causations not readily apparent to humans.

Today, most vendors are focused on use of machine learning in demand-planning technology, i.e. how systems can learn from results of past policies to produce improved forecasts. However, on the supply side, there are increasing opportunities to identify hidden gems in the supply chain that result in more accurate models and proactive decisions to avoid risk.

Blockchain

In 2018, blockchain brought new energy to the conversation around supply chain data sharing, which lacked a sense of urgency for many years. While it remains to be seen whether blockchain is as widely applicable as speculated, the barrage of pilot programs this year have helped clarify its potential for specific use cases, including food traceability and product authentication. The launch of IBM Food Trust and Walmart’s new requirement for some suppliers to use blockchain are key indicators that this technology is moving at an unprecedented pace.

While blockchain discussions and implementations are moving fast, it’s not a shortcut. To achieve the optimal level of data sharing between organizations, companies need to adopt standards that enable systems interoperability and data accuracy. Technology providers and piloting companies have discovered these are indispensable prerequisites to blockchain’s success. Without standards-based collaboration, we risk creating immutable blockchains that are simply faster at sharing bad data.
Thanks to the strongest truckload shipping market since deregulation, demand outstripped the supply of trucks, and drivers didn’t have to take on the costs of the ELD mandate as predicted. Drivers passed along costs to shippers to compensate for the lost flexibility of hours of service and inefficiencies in dwell times at load and drop sites.

In turn, shippers focused more on creating strong relationships with drivers on their docks and worked to get them back on the road as quickly as possible.

Steve Raetz
Director
Research & Market Intelligence
C.H. Robinson

Many international transportation management third-party logistics providers and domestic transportation management/freight brokerage (DTM) operations have deployed Lanetix CRM for logistics to better manage projects and request for proposal processes. Machine learning is being utilized to automate back-office document processing in DTM operations with applications such as HubTran. In addition, visibility solutions are streamlining shipment status communications among shippers, carriers, and DTM.

The price of using autonomous robots in warehousing has decreased to a point where they are becoming more commonplace in operations over and beyond just Amazon. Artificial intelligence solutions are making significant inroads into DTM 3PL operations and are enabling the automation of reading and extracting information from emails and matching loads to carriers.

2018 will be known for its visibility and efficiency. Visibility into load transit times and potential delays is more important than ever. Shippers are anxious to get their loads covered, and carriers are placing greater importance on working with ‘shippers of choice’ who can ensure drivers get loaded, unloaded, and back on the road as quickly as possible. Visibility helps uncover inefficiencies, including identifying facilities that have longer than average wait times so solutions can be implemented.

Doug Waggoner
CEO
Echo Global Logistics

With efficiency, transportation costs are rising to a boardroom-level issue. You may have noticed a growing trend on earnings calls where companies reference increased transportation costs as a reason for missing profitability targets. Any chance to gain efficiency in the supply chain has now become a top priority. A key area of focus for improving efficiency and driving down costs includes optimizing modes, networks, and routes. Artificial Intelligence and machine learning support efficiency by recommending optimizations and automating manual tasks.

Evan Armstrong
President
Armstrong & Associates

“In my opinion, 2018 will go down as the year of innovation. Significant automation in almost every aspect of supply chain management is driving significant operational change and operating efficiency.”

“In 2018, electronic logging devices (ELD) highlighted the importance of drivers and their relationships with shippers.”

2018 will be known as the year of the driver. In 2018, electronic logging devices (ELD) highlighted the importance of drivers and their relationships with shippers.
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Food Distributor Plays It Cool

When McDonald’s, Starbucks, and Chick-fil-A are your main customers, expertly monitoring in-transit fresh, refrigerated, and frozen food temperatures is a valuable competitive asset.

Food services distributor Golden State Foods (GSF) feels that pressure every day. The company operates 26 dedicated distribution centers across the United States. It ships frozen, refrigerated, and dry food, along with packaging and operating supplies, to 9,361 restaurants. GSF makes 38,600 weekly deliveries with its fleet of 800 tractors and 1,000 trailers.

“Our customers are high volume and rely heavily on our just-in-time routing,” says Tim Bates, corporate quality systems director, logistics.

To meet these demanding requirements, GSF invested in a telematics solution from Coretex to monitor air and food product temperatures inside the trailers, and to better understand cold-chain performance from order pickup at the distribution center to delivery at the restaurant.

In 2012, Golden State Foods Distribution, a division of Golden State Foods, a $9-billion company based in Irvine, California, faced a dilemma. Its existing Hours of Service (HOS) platform was being sunsetted, and dedicated customer McDonalds, which it has served since the 1950s, kept upping its already high standards for food safety from warehouse pickup to restaurant delivery.

To keep pace with the industry’s food monitoring compliance requirements, GSF needed more in-depth visibility into the trailers’ air and food product temperatures, as well as temperature fluctuations in the frozen and refrigerated trailer compartments.
Golden State Foods uses the Coretex platform to monitor and improve its cold chain performance.

Improved monitoring and compliance were baseline requirements, but GSF also wanted to find ways to improve overall efficiencies and operations. After reviewing various options, the company shortlisted five solutions providers. Coretex was on that list.

At the time, Coretex, a fleet management services provider headquartered in Auckland, New Zealand, with U.S. operations co-based in San Diego and Fort Lee, New Jersey, was building its North American presence. Its relationship with Gateway Industrial Power, a refrigerated equipment dealer, earned it an introduction to GSF, and helped the solutions provider win the contract, recalls Craig Marris, executive vice president of mixed fleets for Coretex.

Pilot Programs

Coretex started with two years of pilot programs aimed at ensuring that robust and reliable technology capabilities were being embedded to meet GSF’s customized needs. It followed through with a full rollout about five years ago, circa 2013, says Marris.

The initial solution, Coretex’s IBRIGHT platform, focused on complying with HOS at the driver level, harvesting data to monitor GSF Distribution’s cold chain performance, and meeting McDonald’s’ continuous temperature monitoring requirements.

QCD Gets Into the Act

As the GSF Distribution rollout was happening, Marris was invited to participate in joint presentations with executives from GSF’s Quality Custom Distribution Services (QCD) division. QCD provides distribution services for restaurant chains; Coretex now provides solutions for that part of the business as well.

“We constantly work with GSF executives to see what areas we can focus on to drive even more efficiencies,” Marris says, adding that the GSF parent company is now able to monitor cold chain performance and operations at both divisions through one platform.

As the GSF Distribution and Coretex relationship evolved, new functionality has been layered onto existing technology.

For instance, five years ago, the technology focus was on creating visibility and accountability for the refrigerated compartments. That has since migrated to improving in-cab technology that gives drivers more information about the trailers’ air temperature and any fluctuations in food product temperatures.

With IBRIGHT now shifting to what Coretex calls its 360 platform, GSF will also have deeper granular-level data around remote reefer control, trailer and in-cab technology integration, fuel usage, and route planning. Soon, it will also include greater hyper-local weather information that will allow drivers and dispatchers to see how changing weather conditions affect roads and closures.

Some of those features proved useful in September 2018 when Hurricane Florence hit the U.S. East Coast. “The
planning and in-transit supply chain and logistics issues.

Besides the unexpected weather-related planning benefits, the Coretex solution has boosted GSF’s overall performance in other ways. Most notably, GSF saves $50,000 monthly because the new predictive product temperature monitoring eliminates the need for drivers to probe product temperature at each stop.

Additionally, the company no longer has to manually manage portable temperature monitoring devices on approximately 200 routes each day, saving significant time for drivers and speeding up deliveries. “IBRIGHT provides real-time information regarding temperature control and reefer operations that we once had to collect manually,” says Bates. “This helps our teams focus on delivering on time.”

Previously, drivers used the Coretex solution to manually probe products at different times en route to measure temperature and note any changes that affect food safety. GSF customers required that temperature fluctuations over a set range for a certain number of minutes were reported.

These manual steps have been eliminated as the trailer and in-cab technology has evolved. Today, trailer information is instantaneously fed to the dashboard. Coretex and GSF now have a better understanding of various dynamics, large and small, that impact fresh and frozen food temperatures while in transit. For example, the companies have learned more about the importance of the bulkheads, how reefers best work, and what causes temperature fluctuations in food product delivery. Those insights, in turn, have helped GSF improve its supplier compliance rating and other key performance indicators, Marris says.

One area targeted for additional improvement is optimizing the drivers’ in-cab activities via Electronic Logging Device (ELD) capabilities. With Coretex’s integrated workflow technology, GSF Distribution will have a single view into pickup times, en route transportation data, driver logs, offload rates, and any delivery issues.

“Because the technology is in the cab and on the trailer, we can direct the information from trailer to driver via a display screen,” says Marris.

Having that data and identifying potential problems early also help GSF drive out unnecessary costs and take corrective action when necessary without losing the load.
Controlling Shipping Costs Via Multi-Modal Freight Rate Visibility
Amber Road

Are you among the 58 percent of shippers who indicate their biggest concern involves rising transportation costs, driven by a growing demand for shorter home delivery guarantees and an ever-expanding network of inventory distribution points? Download this e-book to learn how an automated, multi-mode solution enables you to strategically choose the fastest and most economical shipping routes across various contracts.

Why Did My Hazmat Shipment Get Rejected?
Lion Technology

If a carrier rejects your hazardous materials shipment, your team must spend valuable time repackaging, relabeling, rewriting paperwork, or otherwise correcting mistakes big and small. Held-up and rejected shipments disrupt logistics, stall operations, and can severely impact the bottom line. Prevent rejection and the bad outcomes that follow; download this whitepaper to identify common causes of hazmat rejection and how to spot red flags before they cause an issue.

Top 5 Inventory Insights for 2018
Legacy Supply Chain Services

Does your omni-channel measure up? This new study on omni-channel inventory management reveals the top challenges facing retailers and manufacturers, as well as the best practices that industry leaders use to optimize their supply chains. Read this free whitepaper to learn how you can “Elevate Your Omni.”

WHY MONITOR THE CONTAINER FREIGHT MARKET ALL YEAR ROUND?
Xeneta

bit.ly/containerfreight

It’s no secret that ocean freight rates are complex and volatile. Monitoring during the lengthy RFP/tendering process is obvious, but is that enough? Monitoring the freight market all year can unearth savings potential, offer market visibility, and help make strategic ocean freight procurement decisions on the fly. Watch this webinar and learn how monitoring can ensure your cargo is not at risk of being short shipped.

webinar

Why Did My Hazmat Shipment Get Rejected?
Lion Technology

bit.ly/HazMatReject

If a carrier rejects your hazardous materials shipment, your team must spend valuable time repackaging, relabeling, rewriting paperwork, or otherwise correcting mistakes big and small. Held-up and rejected shipments disrupt logistics, stall operations, and can severely impact the bottom line. Prevent rejection and the bad outcomes that follow; download this whitepaper to identify common causes of hazmat rejection and how to spot red flags before they cause an issue.

bit.ly/InventoryInsights2018
7 Secrets to Fully Monetize 3PL Services

TECSYS

For many third-party logistics (3PL) providers, managing multiple clients with unique needs, varying contract rates, different contract rules, and last-minute changes means manual processes and Excel spreadsheets can no longer keep up. The time is now for improved organization, efficiency, and transparency in billing. Download this free whitepaper to learn the secrets.

DOWNLOAD bit.ly/Monetize3PL

An Inside Look at Drop Shipping

envista

Retailers that expand their item assortment can dramatically increase customer satisfaction and sales. Vendor drop shipping enables retailers to easily add and test SKUs—without taking on additional inventory carrying costs. Read this whitepaper to discover how to develop an optimal vendor drop ship strategy and how to enable ship from vendor—in a matter of months.

DOWNLOAD bit.ly/InsideDropShipping

Everything Past the Click

Evans Distribution

When establishing your e-commerce store, it may be difficult to find time to do all the tasks that are most important—like providing customer service, marketing, packaging, shipping, order fulfillment, and other store elements. In this whitepaper, you’ll learn how to optimize your online presence, find time for shipping and fulfillment, and most importantly, how a 3PL can help you amplify sales.

DOWNLOAD bit.ly/past_the_click

How Can Your Company Benefit from Freight Digitization?

GUEST: Jim Monkmeyer
President of Transportation, DHL Supply Chain

An increasingly interconnected supply chain requires companies to capture, process, and respond to an ever-growing stream of data. Making sense of that data comes with its own risks and costs. DHL’s Jim Monkmeyer shares his insights into what companies can do to better respond to digitization challenges and how they can prepare for the unexpected.

Jim Monkmeyer

Listen on Apple Podcasts  |  Listen on Google Podcasts
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**Echo Global Logistics • www.echo.com**
Echo Global Logistics, Inc. (Nasdaq: ECHO) is a provider of technology-enabled transportation and supply chain management services. Echo maintains a proprietary, Web-based technology platform that compiles and analyzes data from its network of more than 30,000 transportation providers to serve its clients’ needs. Offering freight brokerage and managed transportation services across all major modes, Echo works to simplify the critical tasks involved in transportation management.

**Kenco • www.kencologistics.com**
Adding value to your bottom line? That’s the mission of Kenco. For more than 50 years, Kenco has guided some of the most demanding supply chains in the world. Kenco’s convergence approach can help you streamline your supply chain and bring a greater return on assets and investments. Kenco invites you to visit this website so that you might get to know its services. Then, contact Kenco so that you might truly understand its unique strategic advantages.

**MD Logistics • www.mdlogistics.com**
MD Logistics is a third-party logistics (3PL) company specializing in customized supply chain solutions. Our vertical markets include life sciences and pharmaceuticals, retail and consumer goods, as well as transportation services. In addition to cold chain storage and foreign trade zone warehousing, our services range from packaging, omni-channel fulfillment and distribution, to global supply chain solutions, freight forwarding and freight management.

**Odyssey Logistics & Technology • www.odysseylogistics.com**
Odyssey Logistics & Technology Corporation (Odyssey) combines deep industry expertise with leading technology to provide multimodal logistics management services to the chemical industry and other process manufacturers. Odyssey enables clients to outsource any part of their logistics processes to achieve savings through reduced transportation and infrastructure costs, measurable customer service and process improvements, and improved data quality and management. Odyssey is a leader in intermodal with expertise in liquid food, chemicals, and metals transport.
IN THIS SECTION:
3PL - Dedicated Contract Carriage

**MHI** • www.mhi.org

MHI is an international trade association that has represented the industry since 1945. MHI members include material handling equipment and systems manufacturers, integrators, third-party logistics providers, consultants, and publishers. The association also sponsors trade events such as ProMat and MODEX to showcase the products and services of its member companies and to educate industry professionals on the industrial productivity solutions provided through material handling logistics. Much of the technical work of the industry is done within its product-specific sections, councils, and affiliates.

**RR Donnelley’s DLS Worldwide** • www.dlsworldwide.rrd.com

Experience the benefits that only come from working with a major, global shipper that is also a top-ranked 3PL. We offer multiple transportation modes, an established multi-carrier network, volume-leveraged rates and service levels, along with technology-enabled systems and processes. Visit our website and contact us today to see why customers have relied on us for nearly 150 years.

**UTXL** • www.utxl.com

Whether you need a core transportation service provider or a resourceful backup relief valve, turn to UTXL. UTXL handles truckload and multiple stop shipments (consolidated LTL) between any points in North America, and can arrange service to or from any state with satellite and/or cellular equipped teams and single drivers for your van, reefer, flatbed, or oversized shipments. Shippers nationwide rely on UTXL for reliable service and economical prices; you can, too. Check out the website for all the details.

**MHI** • www.mhi.org

MHI is an international trade association that has represented the industry since 1945. MHI members include material handling equipment and systems manufacturers, integrators, third-party logistics providers, consultants, and publishers. The association also sponsors trade events such as ProMat and MODEX to showcase the products and services of its member companies and to educate industry professionals on the industrial productivity solutions provided through material handling logistics. Much of the technical work of the industry is done within its product-specific sections, councils, and affiliates.

**Ruan** • www.ruan.com

With Ruan, you can take advantage of door-to-door shipping solutions without the hassles and overhead associated with owning and operating your own fleet of trucks. We have more than 5,200 employees operating, servicing and coordinating some 3,400 power units and 5,600 trailers out of more than 100 locations throughout the continental United States. But you get more than just drivers and equipment – we become an extension of your team, advocating for your bottom line. Find out why the right partner can drive costs out of your supply chain – call 866-RUAN-NOW or visit our website – ruan.com.
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**Syfan Logistics • www.syfanlogistics.com**

Since 1984, Syfan has provided customers with a competitive advantage through superior transportation and logistics services. Syfan consistently strives to meet and exceed customer expectations of service through timely communication and quality information. Leveraging its rich experience and dedicated team, Syfan’s commitment is to provide you with on-time pickup and delivery—every time.

**Lynden • www.lynden.com**

Over land, on the water, in the air—or in any combination—Lynden has been helping customers solve transportation problems for almost a century. Operating in such challenging areas as Alaska, Western Canada and Russia, as well as other areas around the globe, Lynden has built a reputation of superior service to diverse industries.

**Transplace • www.transplace.com**

Transplace is the leading provider of transportation management services and logistics technology, helping manufacturers, retailers and distributors optimize supply chain operations and increase financial performance. Offering a complete suite of transportation management, strategic capacity, and cross-border and global trade services, Transplace’s customizable logistics solutions and best-in-class technology give businesses greater control of their transportation operations and enhanced visibility of shipments and overall supply chain performance.

**Ruan • www.ruan.com**

With Ruan, you can take advantage of door-to-door shipping solutions without the hassles and overhead associated with owning and operating your own fleet of trucks. We have more than 5,200 employees operating, servicing and coordinating some 3,400 power units and 5,600 trailers out of more than 100 locations throughout the continental United States. But you get more than just drivers and equipment—we become an extension of your team, advocating for your bottom line. Find out why the right partner can drive costs out of your supply chain—call 866-RUAN-NOW or visit our website—ruan.com.
Georgia Ports Authority • www.gaports.com

Georgia’s deepwater ports in Savannah and Brunswick, together with inland barge operations in Bainbridge and Columbus, are Georgia’s gateways to the world. They are the critical conduits through which raw materials and finished products flow to and from destinations around the globe. The GPA is committed to maintaining its competitive edge through development of leading-edge technology, marketing and operations to move your cargo faster.

WSI (Warehouse Specialists, LLC) • www.wsinc.com

Reliability is everything. At WSI, that has been our approach to integrated logistics and supply chain solutions for over 50 years. Our promise of Condition, Count & Time ensures accurate, timely, and sound performance—every time. Recognized as one of the top 3PL providers in North America, WSI delivers custom solutions for warehousing/distribution, fulfillment, transportation, import/export, information technology, and customer support services. Depend on WSI for increased efficiency, reduced costs, and absolute reliability.

Manhattan Associates • www.manh.com

For 23 years, Manhattan Associates has provided global supply chain excellence to organizations that consider supply chain software, processes, and technology strategic to market leadership. The company’s platform-based supply chain software portfolios—Manhattan SCOPE®, Manhattan SCALE™ and Manhattan Carrier™—are designed to deliver both business agility and total cost of ownership advantages and are used by 1,200 companies globally.

Old Dominion Freight Line • www.odfl.com

Old Dominion Freight Line is a less-than-truckload carrier providing complete nationwide service within the continental United States. Through its four product groups, OD-Domestic, OD-Expedited, OD-Global, and OD-Technology, the company offers an array of innovative products and services to, from, and between North America, Central America, South America, and the Far East. The company also offers a broad range of expedited and logistical services in both domestic and global markets.
BNSF Railway Co. and CSX launched a direct intermodal service between Los Angeles and North Baltimore, Ohio. The domestic and international container-only service operates eastbound and westbound, with departures five days per week in each direction.

Technology

Shippers, freight forwarders, NVOCCs, and companies exporting and importing goods now have access to a neutral blockchain platform. CargoX is offering this platform built around its CargoX Blockchain Document Transaction System for document transaction validation and statements of ownership.

Cold chain shippers can now access ORBCOMM’s new solution for remote monitoring and control of refrigerated containers traveling by land, rail, or sea for uninterrupted visibility of operations. The new product provides wireless connectivity through hardware and a cloud-based analytics platform and information management engine.

For shippers or brokers looking for spot pricing, SMC launched a direct-to-carrier volume LTL pricing API. This volume pricing tool can be used in conjunction with SMC’s Rateware XL contract rating tool and was developed in response to tight capacity conditions.

Users and suppliers of container equipment can reduce the amount of time it takes to book containers through Container xChange’s new Smart Booking offering. An online marketplace for container logistics, xChange added a feature that lets shippers working with the same partners set up predefined requests that can be booked without negotiation.

Ecomdash, an e-commerce management system, partnered with Bonanza Marketplace, letting more than 50,000 Bonanza sellers use Ecomdash to help manage stock levels and fulfillment. This new integration adds another marketplace for Ecomdash merchants to sell on, helping them develop a multichannel inventory platform.
**Cargobase**, a platform connecting shippers and providers, added rail freight to its enterprise spot-buy platform, which now supports all freight modes, including air, ocean, road, and parcel, and sub-freight modes such as charters, on-board couriers, and next-flight-out. Enterprise shippers can now request, book, and compare different freight modes for a single request in one format, across the modes.

Shippers can now track BDP Smart shipments using Alexa. **BDP International**’s new automated tracking option, powered by Amazon, provides up-to-date details about shipments moving throughout the supply chain. To track a shipment, users provide searchable criteria including reference and container numbers.

**Pacejet** now offers a cloud-based shipping software and carrier connectivity to Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central users. Pacejet’s platform connects Dynamics 365 with 3PLs and LTL carriers in real time.

**ShipStation**, a web-based e-commerce shipping solution, partnered with **SandBox Commerce**, which helps e-commerce brands and retailers create and launch mobile shopping apps on iOS and Android platforms. SandBox Commerce pulls live inventory from retailers’ online

Warehouse and distribution center managers using shipping labels can access a new cloud label management system, **NiceLabel**’s Label Cloud, to manage label design, product data, and quality control with branches, suppliers, and partners. The solution is designed for use in manufacturing labeling, allergens and nutrition labeling, apparel and garment re-ticketing and re-tagging, localized re-labeling, and supplier labeling.
stores and includes that inventory in the app. The introduction of SandBox to the ShipStation community aims to help online retailers increase engagement with shoppers.

//Transportation//

Shippers can soon take advantage of additional options for shipping to and from the New Zealand market. OOCL will expand its market coverage in early January 2019 by introducing an additional service loop in the company’s North Asia Express product line.

U.S.-based shippers now have greater access to the growing South Africa air cargo market. Virgin Atlantic added a second daily service connecting London and Johannesburg in response to strong demand for capacity to and from South Africa.

In a move designed to offer shippers more frequency and better reliability, DHL Global Forwarding added 17 direct less-than-container-load ocean freight services throughout the Americas. The air and ocean freight forwarding practice within the

Deutsche Post DHL Group covers more than 45,000 point-pairs and launched outbound and inbound lanes from the United States and Latin America to Asia, Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East.

Logistics services provider cargo-partner expanded LCL services between Asia and Europe via ocean freight and rail transport. Expanded services include a new LCL connection from Nhava Sheva in India to Gdynia in Poland and a consolidation service from the North China region to Warsaw, with consolidation in Tianjin and distribution to anywhere in Europe.

//Products//

Orbital wrapper manufacturer TAB Industries now offers a choice of clear or colored plastic film with its TAB Wrapper Tornado line of orbital wrapping machines. Available in red, green, yellow, blue, black, and other colors, the colored stretch-film enables packaging and shipping personnel to color-code pallet loads by product, size, or other characteristic for easy identification in staging, transit, and storage.

AeroSafe Global, a cold-chain-as-a-service provider, launched a line of containers for shipping temperature-sensitive biopharmaceutical products. The A20 Insulated Shipper Line is a one-time-use offering.

These outdoor parcel lockers from KEBA AG are designed to be rugged and reliable. Able to function in temperatures ranging from -15° to 115°F, the KePol FS-09 parcel lockers support around-the-clock parcel drop-off, pickup, and return. The system consists of a maximum of 39 modules with small, medium, large, and extra-large box sizes available.
for low-duration shipping needs of between 24 and 48 hours and is designed to lower total cost for manufacturers.

Cold chain management solution provider DeltaTrak’s new FlashLink In-Transit Real-Time Mini Logger is a cost-effective real-time data logger providing temperature, humidity, and location information utilizing GSM cellular technology. Shipments are tracked worldwide using DeltaTrak’s ColdTrak 24/7 cloud service. Shippers can access real-time information with user login and password on a standard web browser.

DeltaTrak’s new FlashLink In-Transit Real-Time Mini Logger is a cost-effective real-time data logger providing temperature, humidity, and location information utilizing GSM cellular technology. Shipments are tracked worldwide using DeltaTrak’s ColdTrak 24/7 cloud service. Shippers can access real-time information with user login and password on a standard web browser.

WITRON introduced its next-generation high-performance AS/RS crane. Designed for high-volume distribution centers, e-commerce operations, and food distribution channels, WITRON’s stacker crane is suited for continuous operation in fresh and frozen food areas, 365 days a year, 24/7. Featuring two loading device units per vehicle, cranes are able to move up to eight transport units at the same time, allowing for simultaneous storage and retrieval operations.

Freight Management Logistics, which moves steel, nonferrous, breakbulk, project, and bulk cargo, opened a warehousing facility and launched a subsidiary company, FML Warehousing and Logistics Services. The Houston, Texas, warehouse, which services steel, metals, lumber, project cargo, paper, cotton, general cargo, and freeflowing bulk, receives bulk material by rail and has a dual-line bagging plant for super bags.

//Services//

RLS Logistics opened a cold storage facility in Delanco, New Jersey. The new facility offers 2.2 million cubic feet of high-efficiency storage to meet the demand for cold storage space and capitalize on growth in the region, representing the first phase of a four-phase project that will grow to 8.5 million cubic feet and accommodate 35,000 pallet positions over the next several years.

Import and export shippers have additional capacity in Florida International Terminal with the opening of a new 32-acre containerized cargo terminal at Broward County’s Port Everglades with double the number of entry gates, new scales, heavy equipment, technology, and increased stacking capacity. Other improvements include an appointment system with a VIP lane for refrigerated cargo and up to 350 new power plugs for refrigerated containers.

Retailers requiring fulfillment services have access to a third-party e-commerce fulfillment center in Devon, Massachusetts. Operated by Quiet Logistics, the new facility deploys 200 new autonomous, mobile robots from Locus Robotics.

Shippers using containers can enhance their standard equipment offering with Sea Cube Container Leasing’s initiative designed to provide access to leading technology with limited capital investment. The company offers customers the flexibility to develop customized solutions, including selecting the technology and telematics vendors that best meet their needs.
2019 Transportation Summit
nitl.org | San Antonio, Texas | JAN 21-23, 2019
AUDIENCE: Logistics professionals
FOCUS: Highway transportation update; trends in rail and ocean transportation; navigating the intergenerational workforce; rail, ocean, and highway freight transportation challenges; energy outlook

OPEX Week: Business Transformation World Summit 2019
opexweek.com
AUDIENCE: Operational excellence and business transformation executives
FOCUS: Aligning transformation strategy, OPEX, and process architecture for business impact; becoming an agile organization; harnessing the combined power of intelligent technology solutions and process reengineering; how to be where your customer is and be there fast

Jump Start 2019
smc3jumpstart.com
AUDIENCE: Logistics and transportation professionals
FOCUS: Technological disruptors and how to confront emerging supply chain challenges; supply chain visibility, AI’s expanding role in the industry; intermodal in a post-ELD world; crossborder logistics: new traps, pitfalls, and critical issues; freight profitability analysis

Cargo Logistics Canada
cargologisticscanada.com
AUDIENCE: Stakeholders in import, export, and domestic supply chains
FOCUS: Economic and trade outlook for Canada and North America in general; forecast for ocean carriers and Canadian/North American supply chains; retail supply chain prognosis; global cold chain market outlook in Canada and internationally

AirCargo 2019
aircargoconference.com
AUDIENCE: Air cargo stakeholders
FOCUS: Issues facing the trucking industry; specialized facilities for perishables and pharmaceuticals at airports worldwide; regulatory agency updates; maintaining a high standard of cargo handling at airports; safety and security in the air cargo industry; blockchain implications

AirCargo 2019
aircargoconference.com
AUDIENCE: Air cargo stakeholders
FOCUS: Issues facing the trucking industry; specialized facilities for perishables and pharmaceuticals at airports worldwide; regulatory agency updates; maintaining a high standard of cargo handling at airports; safety and security in the air cargo industry; blockchain implications

International Warehouse Logistics Association (IWLA)
2019 IWLA Convention & Expo
bit.ly/IWLA2019
AUDIENCE: Warehouse logistics stakeholders
FOCUS: The warehouse reimagined: incorporating partners’ roles in driving warehouse logistics forward; effective and innovative warehousing strategies

Supply Chain Strategy and Management
bit.ly/MITSupplychainstrategy
AUDIENCE: Logistics and supply chain professionals
FOCUS: The next big trend in supply chain strategy, and the key skills required to be successful; how to better structure a company’s supply chain strategy; guidelines for making strategic sourcing and make-buy decisions
If not, they should be reading this.

Spread the good news by getting your vendors, partners, and team members reading Inbound Logistics.

Point them to bit.ly/get_il

If it’s more than 10, MyEZClaim Freight Claim Software can reduce your filing costs:

- Mine claim data to identify problem carriers or products
- Reduce filing time to just 15 minutes per claim
- Avoid missed deadlines with automated system alerts
- Cloud-based software as a Service (SaaS)

Spread the good news by getting your vendors, partners, and team members reading Inbound Logistics.

Point them to bit.ly/get-il

**ICC** = inventory carrying costs

**C** = capital

**T** = taxes

**I** = insurance

**W** = warehouse costs

**X** = shrinkage

**S** = scrap

**O** = obsolescence costs

**R** = recovery

**Spread the good news by getting your vendors, partners, and team members reading Inbound Logistics. Point them to bit.ly/get-il**
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Ports Authority</td>
<td>pg. 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Site Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Selection</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharr International Bridge</td>
<td>pg. 37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustainability</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPA Smartway</td>
<td>pg. 8-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Trucking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trucking</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Dominion Freight Line</td>
<td>pg. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associations</th>
<th>Page/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHI</td>
<td>pg. 13, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.mhi.org">www.mhi.org</a></td>
<td>704-676-1190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Career Development/Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Development/Education</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APICS</td>
<td>pg. 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JobsinLogistics.com</td>
<td>pg. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State University Online</td>
<td>pg. 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msuonline/scmlogistics</td>
<td>855-286-1244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Washington College of Engineering</td>
<td>pg. 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supply-chain-transportation.uw.edu</td>
<td>206-221-6407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cold Storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cold Storage</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF Cold Storage</td>
<td>pg. 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.cfcoldstorage.com">www.cfcoldstorage.com</a></td>
<td>978-912-7480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE PLATFORM FOR YOU TO
CONNECT.
GENERATE.
ADVANCE.

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
ACT NOW AND SECURE EARLY BIRD RATES

2,500+ ATTENDEES
100+ SPEAKERS
30+ SEMINARS
50,000+ SQ. FT. OF EXHIBITS

www.cargologisticscanada.com
**O Christmas Tree!**

Christmas tree suppliers and retailers branch out with new online offerings and options.

25-30 MILLION
live Christmas trees are sold in the United States each year, reports the National Christmas Tree Association (NCTA).

**AMAZON** now sells full-sized, live Christmas trees. The online retailer offers a wide range of trees, both in terms of size and price, largely sourced from North Carolina and shipped within **10 days** of being cut down.

1 TO 2 PERCENT
of live Christmas tree purchases in the United States were made online in 2017.

In 2017, live Christmas trees were purchased at an average price of $75 each, while artificial trees were purchased at an average price of $107.

Because of its long production cycle, the Christmas tree supply chain is affected by several factors:
- Economy
- Fuel prices
- International trade agreements
- Natural disasters
- Growing issues (droughts, fires, insects)

More than 40 states have commercial Christmas tree producers. In 2016, Oregon, North Carolina, and Michigan were the three largest providers of Christmas trees, producing a combined total of **12.4 MILLION TREES**, according to Vox.com.

Source: Daniel Strauss, Whitman School of Management, Syracuse University: bit.ly/whitman_syr_Christmastree
North America’s only dedicated event for the industrial, transit & protective packaging industry

- The industries only two day event where buyers and suppliers can meet, do business, network and attend our free conference
- Meet 120 exhibitors showcasing the latest: protective packaging, pallets, drums, ibcs, pails, crates and sacks
- Get expert advice on sustainability, reusability, legislation, safety, new materials, smart solutions, security, new products and the future of industrial packaging

“Industrial Pack was a very useful expo. As a buyer, there were plenty of networking opportunities and new products. I will be back next year and look forward to it”

Jeff Baker, Business Development, AMEC
Dealing with too many carriers?

Let the experts at Echo Global Logistics handle load tender, track and trace, data management, order processing, invoice auditing, and bill payment for you. We move thousands of loads a day through our network of over 40,000 truckload carriers — regardless of season or spikes. And our leading-edge technology gives you complete visibility into each shipment, from step-by-step tracking to custom reporting. When you’re ready for a better, simpler shipping experience — it’s time to call ECHO.